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Achieved record levels of sales, customer growth, gross margin, distributable cash and distributions
Surpassed published customer growth target of 350,000 by adding 424,000 customers in ﬁscal 2006
Re-entered the Ontario residential and small business electricity markets
Entered New York and expanded further in Illinois
More than doubled U.S. customer base

Proﬁle
Energy Savings’ business involves the sale of natural gas and electricity to residential and small commercial customers under
long-term, irrevocable ﬁxed price contracts (price protected for electricity). Energy Savings offers natural gas in Manitoba,
Quebec, British Columbia and Illinois and both gas and electricity in Ontario, Alberta and New York. By securing the price for
natural gas or electricity under such contracts for a period of up to ﬁve years, Energy Savings’ customers reduce or eliminate their
exposure to changes in the price of these essential commodities. Energy Savings derives its gross margin from the difference
between the price at which it is able to sell the commodities to its customers and the ﬁxed price at which it purchases the
matching volumes from its suppliers. Energy Savings trades on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol SIF.UN.

www.esif.ca

Existing markets
Existing and target markets
Near-term target markets

Existing target
markets

1

RCEs
(millions)

Ontario Gas

%
2
penetration

4.0

40%

10.3

20%

Manitoba Gas

0.4

17%

Alberta Gas

2.2

17%

Alberta Electricity

2.0

14%

Ontario Electricity

British Columbia
Commercial Gas
Quebec Gas

CANADA

0.4

20%

0.7

19%

Illinois Gas

4.7

9%

New York Gas

7.7

17%

6.8

16%

New York Electricity
Total RCEs

Near-term
target markets

39.2

1

RCEs
(millions)

%
2
penetration

Illinois Electricity

5.6

2%

Indiana Gas

0.9

16%

British Columbia

UNITED STATES

0.7

0%

Maryland Gas

Residential Gas

1.2

11%

Virginia Gas

0.6

14%

New Jersey Gas

2.0

3%

New Jersey Electricity 3.8
Texas Electricity

2

0%
24%

Michigan Gas

4.2

8%

Michigan Electricity

5.5

10%

Total RCEs
1

20.5

45.0

Residential customer equivalent.
Customers under contract with
deregulated suppliers (estimates).

Since our IPO in 2001, Energy Savings has delivered on our potential to both
generate growth and pay consistent income distributions to Unitholders. We provide
stable energy prices as well as peace of mind to residential and business customers
in Canada and the U.S. Our success to date demonstrates both the strength of our
model and the growing demand for our service.
The suburban neighborhood pictured on our cover is representative of thousands
of similar neighborhoods in untapped markets across North America. Our proven
door-to-door approach is the best way to connect with potential customers –
homeowners and small business owners who are concerned about commodity price
volatility. Energy Savings is ideally positioned to meet the increasing demand for our
product offering and the security it provides. Our potential to generate value has never
been greater. For Energy Savings and all of its Unitholders, the best is yet to come.
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Letter from the Chair
Dear fellow Unitholder:

It is with pleasure that I report our results for the year ended March 31, 2006.
As was the case in past annual reports and, I hope, will be the case for years to
come, Energy Savings reported record operating results for the year.
At our core, we are a marketing company. Our success as a public company begins
and ends with our success in signing and retaining customers. Last year saw
signiﬁcant volatility in commodity prices and it is no surprise that hundreds of
thousands of new customers chose the stability and certainty of an Energy Savings
ﬁve-year ﬁxed price contract.
Our team of independent sales agents were given a tremendous challenge last year:
add 350,000 new customers. Remember, we are a company that had a total of
217,000 customers when we went public and added a record 290,000 customers
in ﬁscal 2005. There is nothing our marketing team likes more than a challenge.
Our agents did not just hit this target; they beat it by 21%, signing 424,000
customers in ﬁve provinces and two states, beating the previous record by 46%.
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What we promised for ﬁscal 2006

What we delivered in ﬁscal 2006

1

350,000 new customers signed
214,000 net customer additions

Signed 424,000 new customers
Net customer additions of 281,000

2

Enter New York market

Successfully selling both gas and electricity
in New York

3

Grow customers, top and bottom lines
as well as distributions

Customer base up 28% year over year.
Sales up 35%. Gross margin up 15%.
Distributable cash up 27%. Net income up 39%.
Distribution rate increased to $0.945, up from
$0.885 per unit.

This growth in customers translated into record sales, gross margin, distributable cash and distributions. In an era of 3% inﬂation
and with several business income trusts struggling to maintain distributions, your management team is proud to again deliver you
double digit growth. This is what we promised in our annual report last year and this is what we delivered.
The only thing we promise our customers is stability, never savings. However, I need not tell anyone who heats a home what
has happened to commodity prices over the years. The table below shows that, in fact, all our customers who have completed
a ﬁve-year gas contract have realized signiﬁcant savings:
Year contract signed
1997

Five-year savings
$

877

1998

1,116

1999

856

2000

505

This may not always be the case, but our customers sleep much better knowing that gas and electricity cost increases is one
problem they will not face.
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I am often asked about the United States and whether I am satisﬁed with our progress there. The answer is an unequivocal
yes. Often this response is met with skepticism as the roadways of the U.S. are littered with failed Canadian expansions.
Let’s look at Energy Savings. We have hit our published customer aggregation targets each year we have been in the U.S. market.
We have 133,000 customers after two years, over half what we had in Canada when we went public in 2001. Every one of those
customers was signed to generate margins at or above our $140 per customer gas and $100 per customer electricity targets.

“To date, we have spent approximately $31 million, including commissions to sign the customers, in
order to prepare for entry into Illinois, New York and a number of other prospective States. We have, at
year end, collected or locked in more than $87 million in margin over the ﬁve-year contracts in hand.
And the number goes up every day”
Our business model is simple and we exercise it with laser focus. It works in Canada and it works in the U.S. It will keep working
in both markets for years to come.
Challenges we faced in ﬁscal 2006 and our responses
The winter of 2005–2006 was the warmest on record in our key markets. A warm winter is the worst weather scenario for
Energy Savings operating results. The weather resulted in excess gas supply, which we sold into the market. Because of our
proactive balancing procedures, we were able to mitigate the lost proﬁts on this gas through sales into a relatively strong spot
market. Looking at our sales and margins for the year, one could barely tell that we had such disadvantageous weather.
Credit was a challenge in Illinois, our ﬁrst U.S. market and the ﬁrst where we bore the risk of customer default. We had anticipated
losses to approximate those realized by NICOR, the incumbent utility. In fact, our initial losses were far higher than this.
We quickly adjusted our credit scoring and collection activities and, by year end, our losses are back to projected levels of 3%
of revenues. Because of the quick action of our ﬁnance department, we were able to comfortably meet our $140 per customer
margin target in Illinois after full allowance for bad debt expense.
I want to thank our team of 435 incredible employees for a tremendous year.
Potential
Energy Savings is completely focused on generating long-term returns for our Unitholders. Our customer growth drives our
cash ﬂow growth. Our cash ﬂow growth drives our distribution growth. The key to achieving this comes back to our greatest
strength, marketing. Our marketing team has delivered in the past and they will deliver in the future. We have a talented,
deep management team to translate our growth into your returns. The bright future of Energy Savings has only begun.
I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at our Annual Meeting on June 29, 2006.
Yours truly,

Rebecca MacDonald
Executive Chair
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Letter from the CEO
Dear fellow Unitholder:

The title on the cover of this year’s annual report is a single word: Potential.
Some may think this is an odd way to describe the best performing income
fund in Canadian history, one which has grown its market capitalization from
$225 million at our 2001 IPO to over $1.7 billion today and one which has
raised its distribution rate 22 times in ﬁve years.
We at Energy Savings do not think it is odd at all. As we sit here today, we have a
far more exciting future than a past. I say this because of the diverse opportunities
to continue and accelerate our growth in the coming years. I look at the chart
that follows on a regular basis. It details ten attractive deregulated or soon to
be deregulated markets which we believe are suitable for our business model.
These are in addition to the nearly 40 million customers in the markets in which
we currently operate.
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Near-term target markets

RCEs

Penetration rate

700,000

0%

20,500,000

24%

900,000

16%

Illinois Electricity

5,600,000

2%

Maryland Gas

1,200,000

11%

600,000

14%

New Jersey Gas

2,000,000

3%

New Jersey Electricity

3,800,000

0%

Michigan Gas

4,200,000

8%

Michigan Electricity

5,500,000

10%

British Columbia Residential Gas
Texas Electricity
Indiana Gas

Virginia Gas

45,000,000

There are a total of 45 million potential customers in these markets, a vast number compared to our current 1.5 million customer
base. Note that the highest penetration of deregulated suppliers is 24% and that the vast majority of customers on deregulated
supply are on short-term contracts.

“We are the dominant retailer in Ontario, signing more customers than any of our competitors. We are
the dominant retailer in Manitoba, Alberta, Quebec and British Columbia. We are emerging as
the dominant retailer, signing more customers than any of our competitors in both Illinois and
New York. Over time, we fully expect to be the dominant retailer in every market that we enter.”
In our longest standing market, residential and small commercial natural gas in Ontario, we have built our share of the market to
15% despite 40% having been already signed with competitors. We target at least a 10% market share in all our markets. We are
on our way to meeting this objective in each of our current jurisdictions.
Gaining 10% of the customers in our current markets would more than double our current 1.5 million customer base. Gaining
10% in our attractive near-term markets would quadruple our customer base. As the cover of the report says, potential.
This will not happen overnight. Many of our current and future markets can be successfully worked for ten or more years.
Our agents are excited about this opportunity. So is your management team.
Let us look at our goals for 2007. They are challenging, but history makes us conﬁdent that they are achievable.
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What we target for ﬁscal 2007

How we will deliver in ﬁscal 2007

1

Sign 475,000 new customers
Net additions of 307,000 customers

Fiscal 2006 saw the most customers ever signed
at 424,000. This is a 12% increase over that record.
Hitting our target will result in a 20% increase in
our customer base. Slow, steady expansion of our
team of agents will allow us to meet this goal.

2

More than double our U.S. customer base

3

Grow our customers, top and bottom
lines as well as distributions

4

Search out accretive acquisitions

We are expanding our sales teams and adding
new sales ofﬁces in both Illinois and New York.
Realizing our 20% customer growth target should
result in margin and distributable cash growth
between 15% and 20%. Further distribution
increases will follow increases in cash ﬂow.
We continue to review all available acquisitions
and will pursue those which are strategic and
accretive to Unitholders.

Adding customers is not an end in itself. In light of higher aggregation costs, we have increased our target margins to ensure
that each new customer continues to pay back in less than twelve months. Based on these target margins, meeting our marketing
objectives should result in margin and cash ﬂow growth between 15% and 20% in ﬁscal 2007. We also intend to supplement
this growth with accretive acquisitions as they come available. We believe that Energy Savings will remain the highest growth
income fund in Canada.
Our commitment
As your management team, we have been entrusted with the stewardship of a great Company. We have built a business around
our core strength, door-to-door marketing. We have focused on ﬁnding the best agents in each market and supporting them with
top quality teams in customer service, operations, information technology and ﬁnance. We have marketed aggressively but
managed the rest of business very conservatively.
I will commit to one thing. The Energy Savings you see today is not the Energy Savings you will see in the future. We are a growth
Company and we will continue to grow. We constantly add talented people who take our simple model and make it better.
Looking forward in all directions, what we see is potential.
Yours truly,

Brennan R. Mulcahy
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
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The power to grow
Since our IPO in 2001, we have demonstrated that our door-to-door sales model
is a powerful engine for growth. Our success and the failure of competitors is clear
evidence that a well-led independent sales force is the only effective method of
aggregating customers in a deregulated utility environment. As our market opportunities
continue to expand, particularly in the U.S., we are adding sales agents not only to
meet demand, but to drive it. This approach will continue to result in a high growth
income fund with stable, predictable gross margins and distributions.
Sales base growth in 2006
During 2006, we increased our sales agent base by 33% and

Total customer additions in the Canadian electricity market

opened two new sales ofﬁces in the U.S. Most of the agent

amounted to 186,000 for the year, surpassing our target by

additions were in the U.S. market, where we are expanding

86% and representing a year over year increase of 251%.

our presence in Illinois and New York State. Those agents

We were able to add those customers with minimal growth in

signed 100,000 customers during the year compared to

our Ontario sales agent base as existing agents moved to a

52,000 in the prior year.

“dual fuel” contract offering of both gas and electricity during
the year. Energy Savings re-entered the Ontario residential
and small commercial electricity market during 2006 and the
Ontario market has been very receptive to our product.
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Door-to-door success: Our growing sales force in the
U.S. added 100,000 new customers during ﬁscal 2006.

Sales by the numbers:
An average Energy Savings
sales agent signs
approximately
700 customers a year

Number of independent sales agents
For the ﬁscal years ending March 31
Canada

U.S.

Total

2002

150

0

150

2003

250

0

250

2004

382

18

400

2005

325

125

450

2006

415

185

600

How our sales engine works

Planned expansion in 2007

A typical new Energy Savings agent will receive several weeks

In 2007, our objective is to increase our customer base in both

of instruction, initially learning about energy market trends, our

the U.S. and Canada. In our existing markets, we have a total

product offering, competing products, proper record keeping

of nearly 40 million potential customers, with two-thirds of

and how to develop and close sales. Our approach is to ensure

these in Illinois and New York where the penetration rates are

that customers are properly informed and educated about price

less than 20%. This compares with a penetration rate of

protection products and to ensure complete customer satisfaction.

40% in the more mature Ontario gas market. Other markets

Our objective is to create lifelong customers who see the value

with low penetration rates and therefore the greatest potential

and peace of mind that comes with energy price protection.
Once fully up to speed, an agent will typically sign an average
of 700 customers a year. An average sales agent earns
approximately $80,000 per year.
Our sales agents are highly motivated and professional,
and many elect to attend weekly sessions during which they
receive information updates, new material and motivation.
Our agents are well rewarded for exceeding sales targets.

for growth are the Ontario electricity market at 20% with
10.3 million potential customers and Alberta electricity at
14% penetration with 2 million potential customers.
In order to pursue these opportunities we expect to add four new
sales ofﬁces during ﬁscal 2007. In the U.S., we expect to enter
one new state and enter another utility territory in New York.
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Proven capacity
Whether the commodity is electricity or natural gas, energy has a history of both price
volatility and higher prices over time. This has resulted in growing consumer interest
in a ﬁxed price solution with guaranteed stability. As more and more markets in
North America deregulate, our capacity to meet this consumer need (through our
proven business model) is expanding to keep pace with the strong demand.
Our products meet a growing need
for price protection
Energy Savings’ core product offering consists of ﬁve-year,

Either way, there is a strong incentive for locking in the price,

fixed price gas contracts and price protected electricity contracts

since gas prices are 7 times more volatile than interest

to provide price stability for residential and business customers.
For residential customers, price protection gives them
invaluable peace of mind, in the same way that ﬁve-year, ﬁxed
rate mortgages do. Commercial customers appreciate the
ability to budget easily and to better plan their future cash ﬂow.

rates and electricity prices are 10 times more volatile than
gas prices. While this is the primary motivation, residential
Energy Savings customers who completed their ﬁve-year
contracts in 2005 also beneﬁted by saving an average of
$505 per household.
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Peace of mind: Commercial and residential customers
beneﬁt from our ﬁve-year energy price protection plans.

In ﬁscal 2006,
the renewal rate
for our natural gas
customers was 81%
Customer base
■ Canada ■ United States
9%

91%

TOTAL

1,502,000

Proven low-risk business model

Customer service

We have intentionally structured our business to produce

Our customer service agents contribute to our high customer

stable, predictable margins while allowing strong growth,

retention rate by rapidly and accurately responding to

a remarkable combination in the world of income funds.

customer questions that come in via our customer service

We do this by carefully matching our supply and demand.

phone lines. In ﬁscal 2006, the renewal rate for our natural

At the beginning of each sales cycle we secure a ﬁve-year strip

gas customers was 81% (electricity customers aggregated

of commodity supply sufﬁcient to match our expected marketing

by Energy Savings have yet to reach their ﬁrst renewal date).

results for the next four to six weeks, factoring into the

This renewal rate is not a surprising result given the seamless

equation our predictable customer attrition rate. We then price

delivery of both predictability and savings. Our customer

our customer offering for that parcel of supply based on our

service agents are supported by strong training in our

known commodity price and desired margin. Finally, our sales

products, competitor offerings and the energy markets, and

agents go out and market until the supply is consumed and

a robust computer database. In addition to ﬁelding customer

the cycle begins anew. We further minimize risk in the few

calls, customer service agents are responsible for verifying

markets where we assume credit risk by performing credit

all contracts with a digital recorded call.

checks before accepting new customers.
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Generating value
Energy Savings Income Fund has generated remarkable value for Unitholders since
our IPO in 2001. It is one of the few income funds that produce high growth while
also generating a stable income stream. We are well positioned to continue this track
record as we expand in both U.S. and Canadian markets.
Value generation since the IPO
Since our IPO ﬁve years ago, we have delivered an impressive

Starting from our base in Ontario with 150 sales agents,

track record of unit appreciation while also paying out regular

we now operate in ﬁve provinces and two U.S. states with

distributions to Unitholders, with our current yield at 5.7%.

600 sales agents marketing our products. Our growth has

Energy Savings has been built on high returns on investment.

combined organic expansion with six strategic acquisitions

We do not see this changing in the future and we expect

completed to date. And it has all been achieved with no

to grow our cash ﬂow by 15% to 20% next year and by 10%

long-term debt.

to 15% per year for the foreseeable future. This should result
in exceptional total returns for investors.

While the mandate of most income funds is to maximize
short-term payouts to investors, sometimes at the expense
of future stability, we have prudently chosen to reinvest a
signiﬁcant portion of our cash ﬂow to ensure the ongoing
health of our business and the reliability of our income stream.
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Growth capacity: Our systematic North American
expansion is targeting near-term markets containing
45 million potential customers.

Annual distributions
have increased
22 times in the
ﬁve years
since our IPO

Return on invested
capital: 100+%

Last year, we spent 74% of our distributable cash to pay

Delivering on our potential

distributions and to replace all our customers lost to attrition.
Of the remaining 26%, 22% ($28 million) was used to add
28% to our customer base year over year and the remaining
4% went to strengthening our working capital. Because our
marketing investments pay off in less than 12 months, we are
able to be a truly unique investment hybrid, a high yield security
with exceptional growth potential.

Prudently managed growth has allowed us to increase
annual distributions 22 times since our IPO, more than tripling
our annual payout. While Energy Savings’ Unitholders and
employees should be proud of our achievements to date,
our future growth potential is even more exciting. Early results
in Illinois and New York demonstrate the scalability and
portability of our energy price protection business model.

Energy Savings offers diversiﬁcation and a stable, growing

We were able to more than double our U.S. customer base

income stream. As we have grown, our operations have become

in ﬁscal 2006 and expect to more than double it again in

more diverse, by both geography and product offering. We now

ﬁscal 2007. Our near-term target markets have a total of

operate in seven states or provinces and offer gas ﬁxed price

45 million potential customers.

and electricity price protection products as well as a dual
product offering in some jurisdictions. So while our business
remains very focused and understandable, it also offers the
beneﬁt of diversiﬁcation, minimizing risk.
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Your Fund’s governance
As an income fund and as an energy price protection company, Energy Savings is committed to providing stability and peace of
mind. To reach these goals – and remain worthy of the conﬁdence of our Unitholders – we have established an active and
independent board to guide our operations and make sure that they are transparent. Every aspect of our governance meets all
recommended standards established by the Canadian Securities Administrators.
We ensure transparency by clearly communicating our objectives for growing our business and then reporting on our
performance against those objectives with equal clarity. Similarly, we build trust by employing conservative accounting and
ensuring that management’s interests are aligned with those of Unitholders. We expense all customer aggregation costs as they
are incurred, while recognizing revenue only as a commodity is used by our customers. To make sure that management acts in
the best interests of Unitholders, we mandate high unit ownership for all senior managers and align bonuses with strict performance
measurements determined by our Board. Our unit compensation consists of fully paid unit appreciation rights (“UARs”),
which are paid for by employees out of what would have been cash compensation.
Your Board of Directors is made up of ﬁve independent directors and two inside directors, the Executive Chair and the
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer, and is monitored by a lead independent director, Hugh Segal. Board committees are composed of
outside directors only.
Additional details of our governance can be found in Energy Savings’ 2006 Management Information Circular.

Independent directors
The Hon. Hugh D. Segal

The Hon. Donald S. Macdonald

Member of the Senate and Senior Fellow,

Senior Advisor, Public Policy, Lang Michener

School of Policy Studies, Queen’s University

The Honourable Donald Macdonald is the Senior Advisor on

The Honourable Hugh Segal was appointed to the Senate of

Public Policy for Lang Michener. Mr. Macdonald served as

Canada in August 2005 and currently serves as Chair of the

Member of the House of Commons for 16 years, holding the

Standing Committee – Foreign Affairs and is a member of the

portfolios of Government House Leader, Minister of National

Committee on Agriculture and Aboriginal Affairs. Mr. Segal

Defence, Minister of Energy, Mines, and Resources, and

served as President of the Institute for Research on Public

Minister of Finance.

Policy from July 1999 to May 2006.

John A. Brussa

The Hon. Michael J.L. Kirby

Partner, Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer LLP

Member of Senate of Canada and Corporate Director

John Brussa is a Partner in the Calgary-based energy law ﬁrm

The Honourable Michael Kirby has been a member of the

of Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer, specializing in the area of

Senate of Canada since 1984 and presently serves as Chair

energy and taxation. He is also a director of a number of energy

of the Standing Committee on Social Affairs, Science and

and energy-related corporations and income funds.

Technology. From 1994 to 1999, Mr. Kirby served as Chair of the
Standing Senate Committee on Banking, Trade and Commerce.

Brian R.D. Smith
Federal Chief Treaty Negotiator and Energy Consultant

Brian Smith is the Federal Chief Treaty Negotiator and Energy
Consultant, a position he has held since June 2001. Prior to
this, Mr. Smith was the Chair of British Columbia Hydro,
a position he held from 1996 to June 2001.
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Senior Management Team (from left to right): Richard Early, Vice President, Human Resources; Gord Potter, Vice President, Regulatory Affairs;
Mary Meffe, Chief Financial Ofﬁcer; Andrew Schneider, Vice President & Chief Information Ofﬁcer; Timothy Lang, Vice President, Sales & Marketing;
Rebecca MacDonald, Executive Chair; Jason Wong, Vice President, Customer Service; Brennan Mulcahy, Chief Executive Ofﬁcer; and Ken Hartwick, President.

Ofﬁcers
Rebecca MacDonald

Ken Hartwick, C.A.

Executive Chair

President

Rebecca MacDonald was a founder of Energy Savings and

Ken Hartwick joined the Company in April 2004 as Chief

has held the position of Executive Chair since the Fund’s IPO.

Financial Ofﬁcer and was promoted to President in 2006.

From the Fund’s IPO to March 2005, Ms. MacDonald

Prior to this, Mr. Hartwick was Chief Financial Ofﬁcer of

also held the position of Chief Executive Ofﬁcer. Prior to

Hydro One Inc.

the formation of Energy Savings, Ms. MacDonald was the
President of Energy Marketing Inc.

Mary Meffe, C.A.
Chief Financial Ofﬁcer

Brennan R. Mulcahy

Mary Meffe has been Director and Vice President, Finance

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

since the Fund’s inception in 2001 and was promoted to

Brennan Mulcahy was also a founder of Energy Savings and

Chief Financial Ofﬁcer in 2006. Prior to this, Ms. Meffe was

has been a member of the Board of Directors since the Fund’s

employed with IMAX Corp in ﬁnancial reporting.

IPO. Prior to the formation of Energy Savings, he served as a
marketer for Consolidated Gas Limited.
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This MD&A “at-a-glance” highlights some of the more signiﬁcant information that is found in the management’s discussion and analysis, which follows on page 19.
It does not attempt to provide a complete summary of Energy Savings’ strategies, business environment or performance.

MD&A at-a-glance
Distributable cash
after customer replacement
(millions)

Gross margin*
(millions)
$188.6

$130.0

Payout ratio after

163.7
102.5
102.1

136.8

customer replacement

95.4

was 74% compared to

112.6

The increase

87% in ﬁscal 2005, which

in gross margin
58.8

was higher than normal

45.2

is primarily attributable

primarily due to heavy

to the increased

expenditures to prepare

customer base.
02

03

04

05

for entry into new markets.
02

06

03

04

05

06

*Seasonally adjusted.

Customers increased 28% year over year, growing from

Gas margin per customer for Canada was $188, a slight

1,171,000 to 1,502,000.

decrease compared with $191 in ﬁscal 2005 but well above
Fiscal

Published

%

2006

Target

Realized

Canada

the $170 target. Electricity margin per customer in Canada
was $116, compared with $124 in ﬁscal 2005, and above the
$100 target. Gas margin per customer for the U.S. was $147
compared to $183 the prior year and the target of $140. Based

Gas

on a very small number of customers, the U.S. electricity

Ontario

55,000

80,000

69%

Other markets

83,000

70,000

119%

Total gas

138,000

150,000

92%

Distributable cash after customer replacement was $130 million,

Electricity

186,000

100,000

186%

up 27% from $102.1 million. It represents cash generated by

Total Canada

324,000

250,000

130%

the business less the amount spent to replace all customers lost

United States

100,000

100,000

100%

through attrition or non-renewal. An annual target of 75%–80%

Gross additions

424,000

350,000

121%

has been set for the payout ratio after customer replacement.

During the year, 424,000 new customers were added through

margin per customer was $161, well above our target of $100.

Fiscal 2006 attrition rates

marketing efforts, 21% more than the published target and 46%

Canada gas customers

more than the prior year’s record total of 290,000 additions.

Canada electricity customers

Key drivers were the Ontario electricity market, where target

U.S. customers

10%
6%
18%

additions were exceeded by 86%, and the United States,

Management anticipates the overall attrition in the U.S. to be

where the prior year’s customer base more than doubled.

approximately 15% per year.
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Cash distributions received in ﬁscal 2006 were as follows:
Tax Allocation
Payment
Record Date

Distribution Date

Period Covered

April 15, 2005

April 30, 2005

March 2005

Return of

per Unit

Other Income

Dividends

Capital

0.07370

0.04984

0.01727

0.00659

May 15, 2005

May 31, 2005

April 2005

0.07370

0.04830

0.01832

0.00708

June 15, 2005

June 30, 2005

May 2005

0.07370

0.04966

0.01827

0.00577

July 15, 2005

July 31, 2005

June 2005

0.07370

0.04824

0.01931

0.00615

August 15, 2005

August 31, 2005

July 2005

0.07370

0.04977

0.01723

0.00670

September 15, 2005

September 30, 2005

August 2005

0.07625

0.04962

0.02035

0.00628

October 15, 2005

October 31, 2005

September 2005

0.07625

0.04807

0.02138

0.00680

November 15, 2005

November 30, 2005

October 2005

0.07625

0.04959

0.02034

0.00632

December 15, 2005

December 31, 2005

November 2005

0.07625

0.04806

0.02138

0.00681

January 15, 2006

January 31, 2006

December 2005

0.07625

0.04956

0.01929

0.00740

February 15, 2006

February 28, 2006

January 2006*

0.07625

0.07244

–

0.00381

March 15, 2006

March 31, 2006

February 2006*

0.07875

0.07481

–

0.00394

*Amounts are estimates.

In ﬁscal 2006, the gas renewal rate was 81%, slightly above
target. No electricity customers aggregated by Energy Savings
have reached their ﬁrst renewal date.
General and administrative costs were up 20% to $34.3 million,
as a result of the cost of additional infrastructure required to
support growth in new markets and an increased customer base.

Outlook
Management announced ﬁscal 2007 targets of 475,000 gross
customer additions and 307,000 net additions. Meeting the
targets would result in a 20% increase in customers.
New targets for ﬁscal 2007 are as follows:

Bad debt expense was $5.1 million. Management expects bad
debt expense to be approximately 2.5%–3% of annual revenue
earned in both Illinois and Alberta on a go forward basis.
During the year, Energy Savings entered into foreign exchange
forward contracts in order to hedge its exposure to ﬂuctuations
in cross border cash ﬂow.
Cash position at March 31, 2006 was $11.7 million, down
from $16.1 million because of the $6.6 million acquisition of
EPCOR Ontario electricity customer contracts and payment
of the $10.0 million 2005 corporate tax liability.
Energy Savings utilized $25.2 million of its credit facility to
meet working capital requirements.

Aggregation

Margin/

Cost/RCE

RCE

Gas
Canada

$

United States

160

$

110

175
140

Electricity
Canada
United States

$

95

$

100

110
110

Based on continued growth, the Fund announced its
22nd distribution increase, $0.03 to $0.975 per annum.
The increase will be effective for the July 31, 2006 payment.
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Management’s discussion and analysis (“MD&A”)
May 10, 2006

Overview
The following discussion and analysis is a review of the ﬁnancial condition and results of operations of Energy Savings Income
Fund (“Energy Savings” or the “Fund”) for the year ended March 31, 2006 and has been prepared with all information available
up to and including May 10, 2006. This analysis should be read in conjunction with the audited consolidated ﬁnancial
statements for the year ended March 31, 2006. The ﬁnancial information contained herein has been prepared in accordance
with Canadian Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”). All dollar amounts are expressed in Canadian dollars.
Quarterly reports, the annual report and supplementary information can be found under “reports and ﬁlings” on our corporate
website at www.esif.ca. Additional information can be found on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
Energy Savings is an open-ended, limited-purpose trust established under the laws of Ontario to hold securities and to distribute
the income of its directly or indirectly wholly owned operating subsidiaries and afﬁliates: Ontario Energy Savings L.P. (“OESLP”),
Energy Savings (Manitoba) Corp. (“ESMC”), Energy Savings (Quebec) L.P. (“ESPQ”), ES (B.C.) Limited Partnership (“ESBC”),
Alberta Energy Savings L.P. (“AESLP”), Illinois Energy Savings Corp. (“IESC”), and New York Energy Savings Corp. (“NYESC”).
Energy Savings’ business involves the sale of natural gas to residential and small to mid-size commercial customers under
long-term, irrevocable ﬁxed price contracts. Energy Savings also supplies electricity to Ontario, Alberta and New York customers.
By ﬁxing the price of natural gas or electricity under its ﬁxed price contracts for a period of up to ﬁve years, Energy Savings’
customers offset their exposure to changes in the price of these essential commodities. Energy Savings, which commenced
business in July of 1997, derives its margin or gross proﬁt from the difference between the ﬁxed price at which it is able to sell
the commodities to its customers and the ﬁxed price at which it purchases the matching volumes from its suppliers.

Forward-looking information
This MD&A contains certain forward-looking information statements pertaining to customer additions and renewals, customer
consumption levels, distributable cash and treatment under governmental regulatory regimes. These statements are based on
current expectations that involve a number of risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results to differ from those
anticipated. These risks include, but are not limited to, levels of customer natural gas and electricity consumption, rates of
customer additions and renewals, ﬂuctuations in natural gas and electricity prices, changes in regulatory regimes and decisions
by regulatory authorities, competition, dependence on certain suppliers, market risks, governance, energy trading inherent risks
and counterparty credit risks. Additional information on these and other factors that could affect the Fund’s operations, ﬁnancial
results or distribution levels are included in the Fund’s annual information form and other reports on ﬁle with Canadian security
regulatory authorities which can be accessed on our corporate website at www.esif.ca or through the SEDAR website at
www.sedar.com.

Key terms
“LDC” means local distribution company, the natural gas or electricity distributor for a regulatory or governmentally deﬁned
geographic area.
“Long-term Customers” represent customers that meet management’s required margin thresholds and therefore expect to have
the opportunity to renew at the end of their contract.
“Customers not expected to Renew” represent customers acquired through various acquisitions that are generally large volume
and/or low margin customers who are not part of Energy Savings’ target market.
“RCE” means Residential Customer Equivalent or the “Customer” which is a unit of measurement equivalent to a customer
using, as regards natural gas, 2,815 m3 (or 106 GJs) in Canada or 1,000 therms in the U.S. of natural gas on an annual basis
and, as regards electricity, 10,000 kWh of electricity on an annual basis, which represents the approximate amount of gas and
electricity, respectively, used by a typical household in Ontario.
“Load following” represents electricity contracts for which Energy Savings must exactly match customer usage at a ﬁxed price
and where Energy Savings bears the risk and beneﬁts of ﬂuctuations in consumption from the standard customer usage proﬁle.
Energy Savings does not market load following electricity contracts.
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Non-GAAP ﬁnancial measures
Seasonally adjusted gross margin
Management believes the best basis for analyzing both the Fund’s operating results and the cash available for distribution is
to focus on amounts actually received (“seasonally adjusted”). Seasonally adjusted gross margin is not a deﬁned performance
measure under Canadian GAAP. Seasonally adjusted analysis applies solely to the Canadian gas market and speciﬁcally to
Ontario, Quebec and Manitoba.
No seasonal adjustment is required for electricity as the supply is balanced daily.
Cash available for distribution
Cash available for distribution is not a deﬁned term under Canadian GAAP. It refers to the net cash received by the Fund that is
available for distribution to Unitholders. Seasonally adjusted gross margin is the principal contributor to cash available for
distribution. Distributable cash is calculated by the Fund as seasonally adjusted gross margin, adjusted for cash items including
general and administrative expenses, marketing expenses, capital tax, bad debt expense, other income/expense and corporate
taxes. Management believes that this is the most useful measure of performance as it provides investors with an indication of the
amount of cash available for distribution to Unitholders. This non-GAAP measure may not be comparable to other income funds.
“Premarketing distributable cash” represents the net cash available for distribution to Unitholders prior to marketing expenses
and is calculated by deducting cash expenses, including general and administrative expense, bad debts, capital tax, income
taxes and other expenses, from seasonally adjusted gross margin. This calculation is not deﬁned under Canadian GAAP. This
non-GAAP measure may not be comparable to other income funds.
“Post replacement distributable cash” represents the net cash available for distribution to Unitholders as deﬁned above with the
deduction of marketing expenses necessary to maintain the Fund’s customer base at a stable level equal to that in place at the
beginning of the year. This calculation is not deﬁned under Canadian GAAP. This non-GAAP measure may not be comparable to
other income funds.
“Post marketing distributable cash” represents the net cash available for distribution to Unitholders as deﬁned above after the
deduction of marketing expenses utilized to both maintain and expand the Fund’s customer base. This calculation is not deﬁned
under Canadian GAAP. This non-GAAP measure may not be comparable to other income funds.
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Financial highlights
For the years ended March 31
(thousands of dollars except where indicated and per unit amounts)
2006

20041

2005

Per

Per

Per

$

Unit

Change

$

Unit

Change

$

Unit

Before marketing expense

149,438

$1.40

21%

124,007

$1.17

7%

116,027

$1.10

After customer replacement

130,021

$1.22

27%

102,133

$0.96

0%

102,474

$0.97

101,200

$0.95

20%

84,013

$0.79

(2)%

85,852

$0.82

Distributions

96,758

$0.90

9%

89,161

$0.84

17 %

75,949

$0.72

General and administrative

34,318

$0.32

20%

28,642

$0.27

46 %

19,684

$0.19

Cash available for distribution

After marketing expense to add
new customers

Payout ratio
Before marketing expense

65%

72%

65%

After customer replacement

74%

87%

74%

96%

106%

88%

After marketing expense to add
new customers
1

Amounts have been reclassiﬁed to reﬂect income taxes paid. See “Amount available for distribution”.

Operations
Gas – Canadian markets
Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia
In each of the markets that Energy Savings operates, it is required to deliver gas to the LDCs for its customers throughout
the year. In Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia, the volumes delivered for a customer typically remain constant throughout the
year. Energy Savings does not recognize sales until the customer actually consumes the gas. During the winter months, gas is
consumed at a rate which is greater than delivery and in the summer months, deliveries to LDCs exceed customer consumption.
Energy Savings receives cash from the LDCs as the gas is delivered, which is even throughout the year.
Manitoba and Alberta
In Manitoba and Alberta, the volume of gas delivered in winter months is higher than in the spring and summer months.
Consequently, cash received from customers and LDCs will be higher in the winter months.
Alberta’s regulatory environment is different from the other Canadian provincial markets where Energy Savings is required to
invoice and receive payments directly from customers. In the prior year, Energy Savings entered into a ﬁve-year agreement with
EPCOR Utilities Inc. (“EPCOR”) for the provision of billing and collection services in Alberta. EPCOR has been and will continue
to be the billing agent for customers aggregated in Alberta.
Gas – U.S. markets
Cash ﬂow from the Fund’s Illinois and New York operations is greatest during the third and fourth (winter) quarters as normally
cash is received from the LDC in the same period as customer consumption.
Electricity – Canadian and U.S. markets
Cash ﬂow from electricity operations will be greatest during the summer and winter quarters as electricity consumption is typically
highest during these periods.
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Distributable cash and cash distributions
For the years ended March 31
(thousands of dollars except per unit amounts)
2006

2005

2004
(Note 4)

Per Unit

Per Unit

Per Unit

Cash available for distribution
Gross margin per ﬁnancial statements

$ 186,085

$ 166,249

$ 129,049

Adjustments required to reﬂect net cash
receipts from gas sales

2,555

Balancing allowance
Seasonally adjusted gross margin

(2,551)

–
$ 188,640

5,210

–
$

1.76

$ 163,698

2,500
$

1.54

$ 136,759

$

1.30

$

1.10

$

0.97

$

0.82

$

0.72

Less:
General and administrative
Capital tax expense
Bad debt expense

(34,318)

(28,642)

(19,684)

(691)

(704)

(1,198)

(5,107)

Income tax recovery (provision) (Note 1)

(263)

1,764

Other (expense) income (Note 2)

–

(10,475)

(850)

(394)

393

(39,202)

544

(39,691)

(20,732)

Cash available for distribution before
marketing expenses

149,438

Marketing expenses to maintain customer base

$

1.40

124,007

(19,417)

$

1.17

116,027

(21,874)

(13,553)

Cash available for distribution after customer
replacement

130,021

Marketing expenses to add new customers
Cash available for distribution

$

1.22

102,133

(28,821)
$ 101,200

$

0.96

102,474

(18,120)
$

0.95

$

84,013

$

67,142

(16,622)
$

0.79

$

85,852

$

80,585

Reconciliation to statements of cash ﬂows
Cash inﬂow from operations

$

69,582

Add:
Increase (decrease) in non-cash
working capital

28,277

13,589

(412)

3,341

3,282

3,179

101,200

84,013

83,352

–

–

2,500

Tax effect on distributions paid to holders
of Class A preference shares
Allowance for balancing (Note 3)
Cash available for distribution

$ 101,200

$

84,013

$

85,852

$

$

80,014

$

67,147

Distributions
Unitholder distributions
Class A preference share distributions

9,251

Unit appreciation rights distributions
Non-cash distributions – Deferred unit grants
Total distributions
Diluted average number of units outstanding

87,220

9,088

277

56

–

96,748

89,158

75,949

10
$

8,802

96,758

3
$

0.90

107.0 million

$

89,161

–
$

0.84

106.3 million

$

75,949

105.2 million
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Note 1

As a result of the tax reorganization which took place during the year, Energy Savings is expected to recover approximately $1.8 million of taxes paid in the
prior year. In 2005, the Fund became taxable and paid $10.5 million in taxes. In 2004, the deduction of acquisition costs was used to reduce taxable
income and as a result, the income tax amounts related to large corporation tax (“LCT”) only.

Note 2

Other income relates to interest earned on cash balances. Other expense relates to interest and other bank service charges.

Note 3

The initial balancing allowance set up in 2002 was in anticipation of balancing costs associated with the 2002 warm winter. In 2004, management
determined that all those balancing transactions had already occurred and a provision is no longer required.

Note 4

In ﬁscal 2005, Energy Savings adopted EIC 151, Exchangeable Securities issued by Subsidiaries of Income Trusts (“EIC 151”). As a result of the change,
all Class A preference shares are included as part of Unitholders’ equity on the consolidated ﬁnancial statements of the Fund. In addition, the distributions
paid to the Class A preference shareholders (previously included in the statement of operations as Management Incentive Program) are now included as
distributions on the Fund’s Statement of Unitholders’ equity net of tax. The comparative amounts for 2004 have been adjusted accordingly.

Sales and gross margin analysis
Sales and gross margin – Per ﬁnancial statements
For the years ended March 31
(thousands of dollars)
2006

2005

United
Sales
Gas
Electricity

Canada
$ 689,401 $
417,225

States

United
Total

Canada

97,779 $ 787,180 $ 621,837 $
7,909

425,134

272,223

$1,106,626 $ 105,688 $1,212,314 $ 894,060 $
Increase

24%

NMF1

Gas
Electricity

Canada
$ 131,042 $
40,020
$ 171,062 $

Increase
1

6%

States

Canada

40,664

38,864

15,023 $ 186,085 $ 161,512 $
NMF1

–

272,223

26,853 $ 920,913

United
Total

14,379 $ 145,421 $ 122,648 $
644

Total

32%

United
Gross Margin

States

26,853 $ 648,690

States

Total

4,737 $ 127,385
–

38,864

4,737 $ 166,249

12%

Not Meaningful Figure.

Canada
Sales were $1.1 billion for the year, up 24% from $894.1 million in ﬁscal 2005. Gross margins were $171.1 million, an increase
of 6%, from $161.5 million in the prior comparable year. The increase in sales and margins is primarily attributable to the
increase in the customer base over the prior year. Refer to “Sales and gross margin – Seasonally adjusted” for further details.
United States
Sales and margins were $105.7 million and $15.0 million for the year, respectively. In the prior year, sales and margins were
$26.9 million and $4.7 million, respectively. The increase in sales and margins reﬂects the growth in the customer base over the
prior year. For additional information, see “Sales and gross margin – Seasonally adjusted”.
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Sales and gross margin – Seasonally adjusted 1
For the years ended March 31
(thousands of dollars)
2006

2005

United
Sales
Gas

Canada
$ 689,401 $

Adjustments

13,554
$ 702,955 $

Electricity

417,225

States

United
Total

Canada

97,779 $ 787,180 $ 621,837 $
–

13,554

(13,041)

97,779 $ 800,734 $ 608,796 $
7,909

425,134

272,223

$1,120,180 $ 105,688 $1,225,868 $ 881,019 $
27%

Increase

NMF2

Gas

Canada
$ 131,042 $

Adjustments

2,555
$ 133,597 $

Electricity

40,020
$ 173,617 $

Increase
1
2

9%

States

Canada

2,555

(2,551)

14,379 $ 147,976 $ 120,097 $
644

40,664

38,864

15,023 $ 188,640 $ 158,961 $
NMF2

–

(13,041)

26,853 $ 635,649
–

272,223

26,853 $ 907,872

United
Total

14,379 $ 145,421 $ 122,648 $
–

Total

35%

United
Gross Margin

States

26,853 $ 648,690

States

Total

4,737 $ 127,385
–

(2,551)

4,737 $ 124,834
–

38,864

4,737 $ 163,698

15%

For Ontario, Manitoba and Quebec gas markets.
Not Meaningful Figure.

On a seasonally adjusted basis, sales were $1.2 billion for the year, up 35% from $907.9 million in ﬁscal 2005. Margins were
$188.6 million for the year, up 15% from ﬁscal 2005. The increase in sales for both gas and electricity is directly attributable to
the increase in the customer base and the average customer sales price as well as balancing adjustments. Balancing results in
two effects: either excess or short gas inventory.
Canada
Sales were $1.1 billion for the year, up 27% from $881.0 million in ﬁscal 2005. Margins were $173.6 million for the year, an
increase of 9% from the previous year.
Gas
Gas sales and margin increased by 15% and 11%, respectively over the prior ﬁscal year. The increase in sales is attributable to
the increase in both customer base and average customer sales price. Temperatures were warmer than normal in Ontario and
Alberta. Due to lower consumption, Energy Savings held excess supply. A portion of the excess gas was sold to third parties and
in Ontario, the remaining excess supply was stored by the LDC for future customer consumption. Planned deliveries in ﬁscal
2007 have been adjusted accordingly.
Customer margin per RCE for Canada in 2006 was $188/RCE excluding contracts purchased through various acquisitions,
a slight decrease from $191/RCE for the prior year but well above the Fund’s $170/RCE target. The decrease over the prior year
is a result of higher supply costs. The margin per RCE in Canada including acquisitions amounted to $181/RCE, compared to the
margin of $178/RCE from the prior year. Please note that prior year’s amounts have been restated to conform to current year’s
calculation, which includes the effect of balancing gains/losses.
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Electricity
Electricity sales increased by 53%, whereas margins increased by only 3% from ﬁscal 2005. The increase in sales is directly
attributable to the increase in customer base and a higher average sales price over the prior year. The fact that margins increased
substantially less than sales is due to the low margins realized (and in some cases losses) on the customer contracts acquired
from First Source Energy Corp. (“First Source”) and EPCOR Utilities Inc. (“EPCOR”).
All of the EPCOR acquired contracts, as well as approximately 80% of the First Source acquired contracts, were load following,
which results in Energy Savings bearing the risks and beneﬁts of ﬂuctuations in consumption from the standard customer usage
proﬁle. As a result of the summer (high consumption quarter) months being warmer than expected, consumption was higher
than the historical usage, and therefore, additional supply was purchased in the open market. In addition, spot market prices
reached their highest levels since the opening of the market in May of 2002 during the summer months. As a result, balancing
these contracts resulted in higher supply costs, lowering margin by approximately $2.5 million.
As at March 31, 2006, approximately 10% of the electricity customers are load following, with an average remaining life of
1.2 years. Energy Savings does not market load following electricity contracts. Accordingly, this balancing impact is not present
with Energy Savings’ customer contracts as the customers within the pool share the risk and beneﬁt of any variance in consumption
from their historical usage and therefore, the Fund bears no risk for balancing losses.
Gross margin per RCE for 2006 amounted to $116/RCE, excluding the customers purchased through various acquisitions. The
amount is below the prior year margin of $124/RCE but well above the $100/RCE target. The decrease over prior year is a result
of higher supply costs. The margin per RCE including acquisitions amounted to $66/RCE, compared to the margin of $96/RCE
from the prior year. Please note that prior year’s amounts have been restated to conform to current year’s calculation which
includes the effect of balancing gains/losses.
United States
Sales and margins were $105.7 million and $15.0 million for the year, versus $26.9 million and $4.7 million in the prior
comparable year, respectively.
The increase in gas sales and margin was primarily a result of the increase in long-term customers offset by the effects of weather
balancing. The warmer temperatures during the winter months resulted in customer consumption being lower than expected.
The negative impact of this underconsumption on margins was mitigated by relatively high spot gas prices realized on sales of
excess gas. In addition, as a result of a change in storage policy by an LDC, gas options originally purchased to mitigate usage
ﬂuctuations by our customers were sold for a gain. Energy Savings’ U.S. gas book remains effectively hedged.
New York electricity marketing efforts began in the third quarter of ﬁscal 2006; electricity sales and margins (included in the
above) were $7.9 million and $0.6 million, respectively.
Customer margin per RCE for gas was $147/RCE, compared to $183/RCE for the prior year. The decrease versus the prior year
was primarily due to realization of credit losses which existed, but were underprovided for in the prior period. Our $140/RCE target
margin in Illinois includes an allowance for anticipated bad debt expense.
Customer margin for electricity was $161/RCE, well above our target of $100/RCE, based on a very small number of customers
ﬂowing during the year. Management expects margins to more closely track our target in the future.
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Distributable cash
Premarketing distributable cash for the year was $149.4 million ($1.40 per unit), an increase of 21% from $124.0 million
($1.17 per unit) in ﬁscal 2005. The increase is primarily attributable to the increase in gross margin and the corporate tax
recovery, offset by the increase in general and administrative expenditures and bad debt expense.
In response to requests from investors, the Fund will focus its future disclosure on “Distributable cash after customer replacement”.
Management believes that this measure is most comparable to Distributable Cash measures used by other non-depleting trusts.
It represents cash generated by the business less the amount spent to replace all customers lost to attrition or failure to renew at
contract end. In 2006, $19.4 million (40%) of the Fund’s marketing expenses were used to maintain the customer base. Through
this expenditure, the Fund’s customer base would have been maintained at 1,171,000, the level in place at March 31, 2005.
Distributable cash after customer replacement was $130.0 million, up 27% from $102.1 million in ﬁscal 2005. Had the Fund not
added incremental customers, it would have had $1.22 per unit available for distribution. The Fund paid out 74% of this or
$0.90 per unit in distributions. In ﬁscal 2005, the Fund would have had $0.96 available had it not added incremental customers
and paid out $0.84 or 87% to Unitholders.
The 27% growth in distributable cash after customer replacement was attributable to higher customer numbers, higher than
target margin per customer and a corporate tax recovery. The payout ratio of 74% reﬂects normal operation for Energy Savings.
The 87% realized in ﬁscal 2005 was higher than normal as a result of a $10.5 million corporate tax provision (see “Income tax
provision (recovery)”) and heavy expenditures to prepare for entry into new markets, in particular New York and Alberta.
The Fund spent $28.8 million in marketing expenses to grow its customer base in 2006. The result was net customer additions
of 281,000, the highest in the Fund’s history. At year end, the Fund had 1,502,000 customers (including 50,000 purchased
customers), up 28% year over year.
Distributable cash after marketing expenses was $101.2 million for the year, an increase of 20% from $84.0 million in the prior
comparable year. The increase is directly attributable to the increase in gross margin offset by the higher general and administrative
expenditures and bad debt expense as outlined below (see “General and administrative expenses” and “Bad debt expense”).
Marketing expenses increased by 21% over the prior comparative year despite the fact that aggregated customers increased by
46%, largely because 50% of new customers were electricity additions (lower cost) versus only 18% in the comparable year.
Cash ﬂow from these new customers begins to be realized two to six months after signing, depending on the market.
After marketing expenses, the payout ratio was 96% for the year versus 106% for the comparable year. The 2006 payout ratio
is less than 100%, which is the Fund’s target. Fiscal 2005 had a payout ratio in excess of 100% as a result of the $10.5 million
corporate tax provision and necessary pre-opening expenditures in several new markets.
As Energy Savings’ business grows in Alberta and in the U.S., the Fund’s results will reﬂect greater seasonality as consumption is
highest during the third and fourth quarters (winter months). While year over year quarterly comparisons will remain appropriate,
sequential quarters will vary materially. The main impact of this will be higher distributable cash with a lower payout ratio in
Q3 and Q4 and lower distributable cash with a higher payout ratio in Q1 and Q2. However, because of the locked-in nature of
annual cash ﬂow, management remains conﬁdent that the annual target will remain less than 100% for the year after the
deduction of marketing expenses.
Given management’s recent decision to separate marketing costs to replace a customer from marketing costs to add new
customers, an annual target of 75%–80% has been set for the payout ratio after customer replacement.
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Net income
Reconciliation to Statements of operations
For the years ended March 31
Net income

2006
$

Adjustments required to reﬂect net cash receipts from sales
Items not affecting cash

51,563

2005
$

37,205

2004
$

23,015

2,555

(2,551)

5,210

43,741

46,077

51,948

3,341

3,282

3,179

Tax effect on distributions paid to holders
of Class A preference shares
Balancing allowance
Cash available for distribution

–
$

101,200

–
$

84,013

2,500
$

85,852

Energy Savings had net income for ﬁscal 2006 in the amount of $51.6 million, an increase of 39% over the prior comparable
year. The net income for 2005 increased to $37.2 million from $23.0 million in ﬁscal 2004, an increase of 62%. The increase in
income in 2006 as well as 2005 is primarily attributable to the increase in customers and gross margin, offset by the increase
in expenses necessary to support Energy Savings’ expansion into new markets.

Selected consolidated ﬁnancial data
(thousands of dollars except where indicated and per unit amounts)
The consolidated ﬁnancial statements of the Fund are prepared in accordance with Canadian GAAP and are expressed in
Canadian dollars. The following table provides selected ﬁnancial information for the last three ﬁscal years.
Statements of operations data
For the years ended March 31
Sales

2006
$

Net income

1,212,314

20041

2005
$

51,563

920,913

$

37,205

733,104
23,015

Net income per unit
Basic

$

Diluted

0.49

$

0.36

$

0.23

0.48

0.35

0.22

2006

2005

2004

Balance sheet data
As at March 31
Total assets
Long-term liabilities
1

The amounts relating to 2004 have been restated.

$

350,225
21,439

$

340,998
21,664

$

301,576
29,856
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2006 compared with 2005
The increase in sales is primarily a result of the increase in Long-Term Customers from 1,171,000 to 1,502,000. During ﬁscal
2006, Energy Savings entered into New York (gas and electricity markets) and expanded further in Illinois to two additional LDCs
(Peoples Energy and North Shore). In addition, the ﬁnancial results from the Alberta market (entered during the prior year)
became material.
The increase in net income and net income per unit are a result of an increase in gross margin due to customer growth, offset
by increases in marketing and general and administrative costs to fund the customer base expansion. In addition, bad debt
expense increased over the prior year as a result of the impact of the ﬁrst full year of operations in Illinois and Alberta.
Total assets increased by 3%, primarily as a result of the increase in accounts receivable, as well as a recovery of corporate taxes
paid in the prior year.
Long-term liabilities are primarily future income taxes. The decrease is attributable to the decrease in the difference between the
tax and accounting cost basis of the acquired gas and electricity contracts. The majority of these assets are deducted for tax at
a rate greater than that for accounting. Also included in long-term liabilities are deferred charges which represent the fair value
associated with the supply contracts purchased with the customer contracts from EPCOR.

2005 compared with 2004
The increase in sales is primarily a result of the increase in Long-Term Customers from 993,000 to 1,171,000.
The increase in net income and net income per unit are a result of an increase in gross margin due to customer growth, offset by
increases in marketing and general and administrative expenses. The increase in expenses is directly attributable to the Fund’s
expansion into new markets.
Total assets increased principally as a result of the terms of the credit facility agreement. Under the previous supplier
arrangement, the net accounts receivable (Canadian LDC receipts less commodity supply) were remitted to Energy Savings.
The current arrangement requires Energy Savings to receive payment from the LDC or customers directly followed by payment
to the supplier for commodity purchases. Accordingly, accounts receivable (an asset) is recorded at a signiﬁcantly higher value
despite the fact that the underlying transaction is effectively the same.
Long-term liabilities are primarily related to future income taxes. The decrease is attributable to the reduction in the difference
between the tax and accounting cost basis of the acquired gas and electricity contracts. The majority of these assets are
deducted for tax at a rate greater than that for accounting.
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Summary of quarterly results
For the years ended March 31
(thousands of dollars except per unit amounts)
2006
Sales per ﬁnancial statements

Q1
$

Net income
Net income per unit – Basic

234,405

Q2
$

11,125
$

Net income per unit – Diluted

0.11

180,049

Q3
$

9,396
$

0.09

0.10

321,161

$

13,217
$

0.09

0.12

Q4

Total

476,699

$ 1,212,314

17,825
$

0.12

0.17

51,563
$

0.49

0.17

0.48

Amount available for distribution
Before marketing expenses

$

After marketing expenses

32,264

$

31,491

$

40,212

$

45,471

$

149,438

21,565

20,760

26,582

32,293

101,200

73%

76%

61%

55%

65%

109%

116%

92%

77%

96%

Payout ratio
Before marketing expenses
After marketing expenses
2005
Sales per ﬁnancial statements

Q1
$

Net income (loss)
Net income (loss) per unit – Basic

186,073

Q2
$

5,649
$

Net income (loss) per unit – Diluted

0.05

114,290

Q3
$

(2,754)
$

0.05

(0.03)

213,649

Q4
$

7,042
$

(0.03)

0.07

406,901

Total
$

27,268
$

0.07

0.26

920,913
37,205

$

0.36

0.26

0.35

Amount available for distribution
Before marketing expenses
After marketing expenses

$

27,825

$

32,769

$

34,930

$

28,483

$

124,007

18,862

22,094

23,603

19,454

84,013

77%

68%

65%

81%

72%

113%

100%

96%

118%

106%

Payout ratio
Before marketing expenses
After marketing expenses

Energy Savings’ operations are seasonal. Gas consumption is typically highest in the third and fourth quarters while electricity
consumption is highest in second and fourth quarters. As a result, quarter over quarter comparisons are a more reliable basis for
analysis than sequential quarter comparisons, as results from quarter to quarter may vary materially due to seasonality.

Analysis of the fourth quarter
Sales are typically higher in the fourth quarter because gas consumption is highest during the winter months and approximately
60% of the current customer base are gas customers. The 17% increase in sales compared to the prior comparable quarter is
primarily attributable to the increase in customers year over year. Net income decreased by 35% primarily as a result of
a $17.1 million non-cash change in the fair value of derivative ﬁnancial instruments since December 31, 2005, partially offset
by a recovery for income tax.
Management complies with AcG-13, which requires it to determine a fair value of certain of its derivative ﬁnancial instruments
that do not meet hedge accounting requirements. This fair value is determined using market information at the end of each
quarter. At the end of December, the market prices of natural gas were close to an all-time high. As at March 31, 2006, the
market prices had decreased substantially from their December levels. Management believes the Fund remains effectively
hedged across all jurisdictions.
The payout ratios before and after marketing expenses were 55% and 77%, respectively, in comparison with 81% and 118%
in the prior comparable year. The lower payout ratios are a result of the corporate tax recovery of $1.3 million, in comparison
with the $10.0 million tax payable in the prior comparable quarter.
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Customer aggregation
Long-term customers
Failed
Beginning 4

Canada

Additions

Acquired 5

Attrition 6

to Renew 7

Ending

(66,000)

(19,000)

614,000

Gas
Ontario

644,000

Other markets

1

Total – Gas
Electricity

2

Total Canada
United States 3
Combined
2005

55,000

–

118,000

83,000

–

(10,000)

762,000

138,000

–

(76,000)

–

191,000

(19,000)

805,000

360,000

186,000

50,000

(29,000)

(3,000)

564,000

1,122,000

324,000

50,000

(105,000)

(22,000)

1,369,000

49,000

100,000

–

(16,000)

1,171,000

424,000

50,000

(121,000)

(22,000)

1,502,000

929,000

290,000

68,000

(94,000)

(22,000)

1,171,000

–

133,000

Increase

28%

1

Includes Quebec, British Columbia, Manitoba and Alberta.
Includes Ontario and Alberta.
3
Includes Illinois and New York.
4
Adjusted to reﬂect the reclassiﬁcation of certain Customers Not Expected to Renew. See “First Source purchase adjustment” below.
5
Energy Savings acquired approximately 50,000 long-term RCEs from EPCOR. See “EPCOR acquisition” below.
6
Attrition – Customers whose contracts were terminated primarily due to relocation or death, or canceled by Energy Savings due to delinquent accounts.
7
Failed to Renew – Customers who did not renew expiring contracts at the end of their term.
2

EPCOR acquisition
In May 2005, Energy Savings acquired approximately 187,000 Ontario electricity RCEs from EPCOR. While these customers
were predominately residential and small commercial, which ﬁt within Energy Savings’ target market, a signiﬁcant portion of
those customers will not be renewed because of regulatory requirements for a renewal reafﬁrmation. As a result, management
anticipates that approximately 50,000 (27%) of the acquired customers are expected to renew with Energy Savings upon
expiration of their current contracts.
First Source purchase adjustment
In May 2003, Energy Savings acquired approximately 141,000 electricity customers (113,000 on the acquisition and a further
28,000 after processing and reafﬁrmation of pending contracts) from First Source. It was estimated that approximately 88,000
customers would renew at the end of their contracts and therefore these customers were assigned to the Long-term Customer
pool. A majority of these contracts were large volume and, given the uncertainty of the electricity market, 75% of the customers
that have been up for renewal have opted not to renew upon expiration of their contracts. As a result, 64,000 RCEs were
reclassiﬁed from “Long-term Customers” to “Customers Not Expected to Renew”.
Customers not expected to renew
In addition to the Long-Term Customers, Energy Savings has an additional 104,000 customers (12,000 gas and 92,000 electricity)
which were acquired through various acquisitions of customer contracts. These customers generate substantially less margin
than is typically realized on customers aggregated by Energy Savings and on average have approximately one year remaining
until the end of their contracts.
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Attrition
Canada
Attrition in the gas customer book for the year was 10%, on target with management’s expectations. Attrition for the electricity
customer book was 6%, reﬂecting the fact that the majority of electricity customers are commercial, a group which has a
much lower propensity to move. Overall, the combined annual attrition in Canada for both gas and electricity was below the
10% customer attrition rate used for internal purposes.
United States
It is anticipated that the attrition levels in the U.S. will be higher than the rates historically experienced in the Canadian markets.
For ﬁscal 2006, attrition amounted to 18%, higher than that seen in Canada, primarily as a result of terminations initiated
by Energy Savings for delinquent accounts in Illinois. Management is actively pursuing measures to reduce the attrition levels,
including continuous review and monitoring of the existing credit approval process. Credit-related attrition occurs only in Illinois,
as in New York, the LDC bears the risk of customer delinquency. Exclusive of the customers terminated for credit purposes,
management anticipates that overall attrition in the U.S. markets will be approximately 15% per year. Based on experience to date,
U.S. customers have greater mobility, enabling them to terminate their contracts and sign with another retailer. Management has
adjusted the hedge ratios used for the U.S. to mitigate this exposure.
Failed to renew
Energy Savings has implemented a multi-faceted program aimed at maximizing the number of customers which renew prior to
the end of their contract term. Efforts begin up to ﬁfteen months in advance with contracts providing for renewal for an additional
ﬁve years. To the extent customers do not renew under this recontracting program, additional processes such as mail and
telemarketing renewals take place closer to the contract expiry date. In the Ontario gas market, customers who do not positively
elect, either renewal or termination, receive a one-year ﬁxed price for the ensuing year. In ﬁscal 2006, approximately 37% of the
Ontario gas renewals were for a period of one year. The table below shows the percentage of Long-Term Customers up for
renewal in each of the following years.
Fiscal Year

Gas

Electricity

2007

14%

4%

2008

11%

31%

2009

15%

16%

2010

26%

8%

2011

31%

32%

3%

9%

100%

100%

Beyond 2011
Total

With the increased customer contracts now up for renewal, Energy Savings has implemented a marketing program with an
expectation of achieving an 80% customer renewal rate. In ﬁscal 2006, the natural gas contract renewal rate was 81%, slightly above
target. With respect to electricity customers aggregated by Energy Savings, no customers have reached their ﬁrst renewal date.
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Gross additions (excluding acquisitions)
Energy Savings’ published targets for ﬁscal 2006 were gross customer additions, excluding acquisitions of 350,000 and net
customer additions of 214,000. The following table shows the results of operations compared with these targets.
Gross Customer Additions

Fiscal 2006

Published Target

% Realized

55,000

80,000

69%

Canada
Gas
Ontario
Other markets

1

Total – Gas
Electricity

2

Total Canada
United States

3

83,000

70,000

119%

138,000

150,000

92%

186,000

100,000

186%

324,000

250,000

130%

100,000

100,000

100%

Gross additions

424,000

350,000

121%

Net additions

281,000

214,000

131%

1

Includes Quebec, British Columbia, Manitoba and Alberta.
Includes Ontario and Alberta.
3
Includes Illinois and New York.
2

Canada
Gas
Total gross gas additions in Canada were 138,000, which represents 92% of the published target of 150,000. Additions in
Ontario were 55,000 for the year, representing 69% of the published annual target of 80,000 due to the concentration of our
agent sales efforts in the electricity market. Management believes that the overall impact of positive results in Ontario electricity
marketing will more than offset reduced gas additions. In the fourth quarter, Energy Savings commenced Ontario marketing using
a dual fuel contract, resulting in agents having the ability to sign a customer up for both gas and electricity at the same time.
In the rest of the Canadian markets, additions for the year amounted to 83,000, exceeding the target of 70,000 by 19%. Alberta
was the major contributor to this result. It is anticipated that Alberta will continue to be the primary source of net gas customer
growth within these markets.
The Canadian gas customers added through marketing efforts during the period were matched with supply to generate margins
at or above Energy Savings’ average annual target margin of $170/RCE over the life of the contract.
Electricity
Total additions in the Canadian electricity market amounted to 186,000 for the year, surpassing the published annual target by
86% and the prior year’s additions by 251%. The Ontario market has been very receptive to the Energy Savings’ offering. Energy
Savings began offering ﬁve-year ﬁxed price contracts to small commercial customers in May 2005 and residential customers in
December 2005. Marketing efforts in the Alberta electricity market were also favorable.
The electricity customers signed during the quarter were matched with supply to generate margins expected to be at or above
Energy Savings’ average annual target margin of $100/RCE over the life of the contract.
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United States
The published target for the U.S. was met as the total gross additions for the U.S. market were 100,000 for the year. During the
year, Energy Savings expanded further in Illinois to the Peoples Energy and North Shore territories and commenced marketing
efforts for both gas and electricity in the State of New York. Marketing results were impacted by the tightening of the customer
acceptance process and the normal holiday season, which adversely affected additions in the fourth quarter following very strong
third quarter results.
Energy Savings continues to ramp up its marketing efforts in the U.S. with approximately 185 independent sales agents at the
end of the year. The New York market has been very receptive to the Energy Savings’ offering and as a result, management
expects to open two new sales ofﬁces in the second quarter of ﬁscal 2007.
The gas and electricity customers signed during the year were matched with supply to generate margins at or above the Energy
Savings’ average annual target of $140/RCE and $100/RCE, respectively, over the life of the contract.

General and administrative expenses
General and administrative costs were $34.3 million for the year representing an increase of 20% from ﬁscal 2005. The increase
in general and administrative costs over the prior year was primarily driven by the additional infrastructure and support necessary
to support the Fund’s continued growth in new markets and customer growth. Also, investment to support expansion into new
markets began in the fourth quarter and will continue through the ﬁrst and second quarters of ﬁscal 2007. Management
anticipates that the entry into a new market will result in an increase in general and administrative costs of approximately
$2.0 to $3.0 million, most of which will be an ongoing expense.

Unit based compensation
Compensation in the form of fully paid units (in lieu of cash) granted by the Fund to the directors, ofﬁcers, full-time employees
and service providers of its subsidiaries and afﬁliates pursuant to the Unit Option Plan, the Unit Appreciation Rights Plan
(“UARs”) and the Directors’ Deferred Compensation Plan amounted to $6.5 million for the year ended March 31, 2006 (2005 –
$3.5 million). The increase over the prior year is attributable to a majority of the payments under the marketing agreements being
paid in the form of UARs, as opposed to 60% cash and 40% UARs in the prior year, as well as the early vesting of options as
a result of the one-time severance payment paid to a former executive.

Marketing expenses
Marketing expenses, which primarily consist of commissions paid to independent sales agents for signing new customers, were
$48.2 million, an increase of 21% from $40.0 million in ﬁscal 2005. The increase is primarily attributable to the 46% increase in
customers aggregated year over year, offset by the fact that the electricity commission rates per RCE are lower than natural gas
commission rates. Electricity customer additions accounted for approximately 50% of the annual additions in 2006, versus 18%
in ﬁscal 2005. Marketing costs in 2006 amount to $142/RCE for Canadian and $92/RCE for U.S. gas additions (2005 – $154/RCE
for Canada and $84/RCE for U.S.) and $82/RCE for Canadian and $106/RCE for U.S. electricity additions (2005 – $84/RCE for
Canada). Furthermore, marketing expenses include $3.7 million for customer renewals versus $2.6 million in the prior year.
In ﬁscal 2006, the aggregation cost for Canadian gas was below that for the prior ﬁscal year as more customers were aggregated
outside of Ontario at a lower cost. The additional costs in Ontario reﬂect higher commission rates due to the greater effort
required by a more highly penetrated market, as well as higher per customer overhead expenses. The aggregation costs
for both U.S. gas and electricity were slightly above target due to the rapid expansion during the later part of the year.
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Bad debt expense
In Illinois and Alberta, Energy Savings assumes the credit risk associated with the collection of its customers accounts. Credit
review processes have been established to manage the customer default rate. Management factors default from credit risk in its
margin expectations for both Illinois and Alberta.
Bad debt expense for ﬁscal 2006 was $5.1 million, representing approximately 2.7% of $192.0 million in revenues. In the prior
year, management had estimated Illinois losses based on the historical Nicor rate of 1.1%. Also, in the prior year, management
had limited experience with the customer default rate in Alberta as it had only entered that market in the fourth quarter. The
impact from the underestimation of the prior year’s customer defaults was reﬂected in the ﬁrst and second quarters of ﬁscal 2006.
Based on actual results to date, management expects bad debt expense to be approximately 2.5%–3.0% of annual revenue earned
in both Illinois and Alberta (2% for Alberta and 3% for Illinois, which is consistent with recent experience in these jurisdictions).
Management continuously reviews and monitors the credit approval process in order to mitigate customer delinquency.
For Energy Savings’ other markets, the LDCs provide collection services and assume the risk of any bad debt owing from Energy
Savings’ customers.

Interest expense
As at March 31, 2006, Energy Savings had utilized $25.2 million of its operating line for working capital needs and $22.0 million
in letters of credit were issued, primarily as security for commodity supply commitments. The operating line bears interest at bank
prime plus 0.5% and letters of credit bear interest at 1.5%. Total interest expense amounted to $1.0 million for the year (2005 –
$0.1 million). The increase in interest expense in ﬁscal 2006 is a result of additional letters of credit issued as well as the
utilization of the operating line.

Foreign exchange
Energy Savings has an exposure to foreign currency exchange rates as a result of its investment in U.S. operations. Changes in
the applicable exchange rate resulted in a non-cash loss of $0.5 million and $0.6 million for ﬁscal 2006 and 2005, respectively.
During the year, Energy Savings entered into foreign exchange forward contracts in order to hedge its exposure to ﬂuctuations in
cross border cash ﬂow.

Class A preference share distributions
Each of the holders of the Ontario Energy Savings Corp. (“OESC”) Class A preference shares (which are exchangeable into units
on a 1:1 basis) is entitled to receive, on a quarterly basis, a payment equal to the amount paid or payable to a Unitholder on
a comparable number of units. The total amount paid during the year amounted to $9.3 million (2005 – $9.1 million). These
payments are reﬂected in the “Statement of Unitholders’ equity” of the Fund’s consolidated ﬁnancial statements, net of tax.

Income tax provision (recovery)
Income tax breakdown
(thousands of dollars)
Years ended March 31
Income tax provision (recovery)

2006
$

(1,764)

2005
$

10,475

Amount credited to Unitholders’ equity

3,341

3,282

Current income tax provision

1,577

13,757

Future income tax recovery
Provision for (recovery of) income tax

(4,632)
$

(3,055)

(8,836)
$

4,921
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In the current year, there was a recovery of income tax in the amount of $1.8 million, versus a corporate tax provision of
$10.5 million in the prior year. The recovery of corporate taxes paid in 2005 was primarily attributable to the transfer of the
majority of assets and liabilities, and therefore all operations and future marketing efforts from OESC to OESLP on August 1, 2005.
This transfer was an interim step in the proposed tax reorganization from a “trust on corporation” structure to a “trust on trust on
partnership” structure. Management received approval from the Unitholders of the Fund for the reorganization on June 29, 2005,
but is still waiting for an income tax ruling from the Canada Revenue Agency to complete the ﬁnal stage of the reorganization.
Included in the income tax provision is an amount relating to the tax portion of the distributions paid to the Class A shareholders
of OESC. In accordance with EIC 151, all Class A preference shares are included as part of Unitholders’ equity and the distributions
paid to the shareholders are included as distributions on the Statement of Unitholders’ equity net of tax. For the year ended
March 31, 2006, the tax amount of these distributions amounted to $3.3 million, the same as in the prior comparable year,
based on a tax rate of 36%.
The decrease in the future income tax liability of $4.6 million is attributable to the decrease in the difference between the tax and
accounting cost bases for the acquired gas and electricity contracts. The majority of these assets are deducted for tax at a rate
greater than that for accounting purposes.

Liquidity and capital resources
Liquidity
Summary of Cash Flow
Years ended March 31
(thousands of dollars)
Operating activities

2006
$

Investing activities
Financial activities, excluding distributions
Loss on foreign exchange

2005
$

Distributions (cash payments)
Decrease in cash
Cash – beginning of year

(15,974)

32,746

13,454
(583)

91,801

64,039

(96,196)

(88,222)

(4,395)

(24,183)

16,058
$

67,142

(10,073)
(454)

Increase in cash before distributions

Cash – end of year

69,582

11,663

40,241
$

16,058

Operating activities
Cash ﬂow from operating activities increased for ﬁscal 2006 over the prior comparable period primarily as a result of corporate
taxes recoverable versus a liability in the prior year, offset by the increased bad debt expense.
Investing activities
Energy Savings purchased capital assets totaling $3.5 million, a decrease from $5.6 million in the prior year. The purchases in
both years were primarily for information technology systems supporting the Fund’s expanding customer base within its markets.
In ﬁscal 2006, Energy Savings purchased the EPCOR Ontario electricity customer contracts for $6.6 million (net of adjustments)
while in ﬁscal 2005, $10.3 million was spent on the acquisition of gas and electricity customer contracts in Alberta from EPCOR.
Financing activities
The increase in ﬁnancing activities, excluding distributions, to $32.7 million in comparison to the prior year is directly related to
the $25.2 million utilization of the credit facility to fund working capital needs.
As Energy Savings continues to expand in the United States markets and Alberta, the need to fund working capital and security
requirements will increase, driven primarily by the number of customers aggregated and to a lesser extent by the number of new
markets. Based on the new markets Energy Savings is currently in and those we expect to enter, funding requirements will be
supported through the credit facility.
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The operating credit facility was increased from $60.0 million to $100.0 million in February 2006. The increase was in response
to Energy Savings’ participation in the Ontario power auction which occurred in February and April 2006. The power purchased
as a result of the auction required the posting of $16.3 million in letters of credit during ﬁscal 2006 with an additional
$11.4 million posted in ﬁscal 2007 (April).
The Fund’s liquidity requirements are driven by the delay from the time that a customer contract is signed until cash ﬂow is
generated. Approximately 60% of an agent’s commission payment is made following reafﬁrmation of the customer contract with
the remaining 40% being paid after the energy commodity begins ﬂowing to the customer.
The elapsed period between the time when a customer is signed to when the ﬁrst payment is received from the customer varies
with each market. The time delays per market are approximately:
Canada
Gas

3–6 months

Electricity

2–6 months

United States
Gas and electricity

2–3 months

These periods reﬂect the time required by the various LDCs to enroll, ﬂow the commodity, bill the customer and remit the ﬁrst
payment to Energy Savings. In Alberta, Energy Savings receives payment directly from the customer.

Distributions (cash payments)
During the year, the Fund made distributions to its Unitholders in the amount of $96.2 million (including $9.3 million to holders
of the OESC Class A preference shares) compared to $88.2 million in the prior year, an increase of 9%. Energy Savings will
continue to utilize its cash resources for expansion into new markets as well as distributions to its Unitholders. The rapid pace of
customer growth and corresponding marketing expenses and working capital requirements will be assessed in relation to the
future distribution increases.
At the end of the year, the annual rate for distributions per unit was $0.945. The distribution rate per unit at the beginning of the
year was $0.885. The annual rate for distribution will increase on May 18, 2006 to $0.975 per unit for the distribution payable
on July 31, 2006.

Balance sheet as at March 31, 2006 compared to 2005
Cash decreased from $16.1 million to $11.7 million, primarily as a result of the acquisition of the Ontario electricity customer
contracts from EPCOR for approximately $6.6 million (net of adjustments) and the payment of the $10.0 million 2005 corporate
tax liability. Energy Savings also utilized $25.2 million of its credit facility to meet working capital requirements.
Accounts receivable increased from $101.6 million to $149.4 million, primarily as a result of the increase in the customer base
year over year. Similarly, accounts payable and accrued liabilities also increased from $76.5 million to $113.1 million.
Gas in storage primarily represents the gas delivered to the LDCs in the State of Illinois and results from the fact that customer
consumption was less than that which had been delivered to the LDCs. The balance at March 31, 2006, was $4.8 million, an
increase from $0.4 million at March 31, 2005, primarily as a result of the increase in the customer base year over year. In
addition, a portion of the gas in storage relates to operations in the Province of Alberta. In Alberta, there is a month to month
carryover, which represents the difference between the gas delivered to the LDC within a month and customer consumption.
As the Alberta market is load following, the delivery volumes in the following month are adjusted accordingly.
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At the end of the year, customers in Ontario, Manitoba and Quebec had consumed more gas than was supplied to the LDCs for
their use. Since Energy Savings is paid for this gas in these markets when delivered, yet recognizes revenue when the gas is consumed
by the customer, the result on the balance sheet is the unbilled revenue amount of $37.0 million and accrued gas accounts payable
of $29.9 million. The increase over the prior comparable amounts is a result of increased consumption due to a larger customer base.
The carrying values of gas contracts decreased by $29.8 million due to the amortization based on the average remaining life
of the contracts. The carrying values of electricity contracts increased by $2.8 million as a result of the acquisition of Ontario
customer contracts from EPCOR, offset by non-cash amortization of $11.8 million.
At March 31, 2006, the net corporate taxes recoverable amounted to $3.9 million, versus a corporate tax payable of
$10.0 million at March 31, 2005. The recovery was primarily attributable to the corporate reorganization of the Ontario
operations. See “Income taxes provision (recovery)” for further details.
Other assets and liabilities represent the estimated fair value of various derivative ﬁnancial instruments for which hedge
accounting in accordance with Hedging Relationships “AcG-13” has not been applied. These assets and liabilities are marked
to market and any changes to the fair value are recorded in other income (expense). Hedge accounting has been applied to the
Fund’s electricity ﬁxed-for-ﬂoating swaps which represent the majority of derivative ﬁnancial instruments in terms of notional
value. The gains or losses on these swaps are recognized as a component of cost of sales when the hedged electricity costs
are incurred. See “Fair value of derivative ﬁnancial instruments and risk management” for further details.
Unitholders’ equity
During the year, Energy Savings expanded the Unitholders’ equity section to conform with best practices for ﬁnancial statement
disclosure. Cumulative distributions amount to $330.1 million compared to accumulated earnings of $143.9 million. The Fund
has a strict board-approved policy which outlines both qualitative and quantitative measures which must be met prior to
approving distribution increases. Distributions are determined using the actual amount of net cash available, instead of net
income, as management believes it to be a more accurate measure of liquidity given that a signiﬁcant portion of the Fund’s
expenses are non-cash charges, (see “Non-GAAP ﬁnancial measures”). Furthermore, the Fund’s payout ratio for the year
amounted to 96% post marketing conﬁrming distributions were funded from net cash from operations.

Contractual obligations
In the normal course of business, the Fund is obligated to make future payments. These obligations represent contracts and
other commitments that are known and non-cancelable.
Payments due by period

Less than

(thousands of dollars)

Total

After

1 year

1–3 years

4–5 years

5 years

Property and equipment
lease agreements
Marketing agreement obligations

$

17,520

$

2,922

$

6,025

$

5,076

$

3,497

338

338

–

–

–

23,450

7,560

12,028

3,862

–

EPCOR billing, collections &
supply commitments
Gas and electricity supply
purchase commitments

3,635,015

1,144,261

1,646,938

$ 3,676,323

$ 1,155,081

$ 1,664,991

820,951
$

829,889

22,865
$

26,362
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Alberta services agreements
In the prior year, Energy Savings through its afﬁliate, AESLP, entered into a long-term arrangement with subsidiaries of EPCOR.
The arrangement includes a ﬁve-year Master Services Agreement, a Wholesale Natural Gas and Financial Electricity Swap
Agreement, a Prudential Support Agreement and supply agreements (as a result of the acquired customers). As speciﬁed in
these agreements, on behalf of AESLP, EPCOR will:
1. Provide gas and electricity supply up to a predetermined volume threshold for future marketing requirements in
addition to providing the energy supply for the acquired customers;
2. Post and monitor any credit support requirements with the Alberta Electric System Operator (“AESO”), wire service
providers and gas distributors. AESLP will pay EPCOR a fee for the credit support services. If and to the extent that
there is a collateral call by the secured parties, AESLP will either post directly or reimburse EPCOR; and
3. Provide customer call centre services, ﬁnancial reporting and reconciliation, customer enrollment and billing and
collection services. The services will be provided for customers secured in the Province of Alberta only. Energy Savings
has established deﬁned performance levels for each of the service areas. To the extent service levels are not achieved,
AESLP has the right to certain payments or to terminate the Master Services Agreement.
Other obligations
The Fund is also subject to certain contingent obligations that become payable only if certain events or rulings were to occur.
Such obligations include potential judgments, settlements, ﬁnes, and other penalties resulting from lawsuits, claims or
proceedings. The inherent uncertainty surrounding the timing and ﬁnancial impact of these events or rulings prevents any
meaningful measurement, which is necessary to assess any material impact on future liquidity. In the opinion of management,
the Fund has no material pending lawsuits, claims or proceedings which have not been either included in its accrued liabilities
or in the ﬁnancial statements.

Transactions with related parties
Energy Savings has obligations under its existing Marketing Fee Agreements (“Marketing Agreements”) to three of its ofﬁcers.
These three ofﬁcers have resigned. Each of their Marketing Agreements will expire in early ﬁscal 2007, effective at each of their
respective resignation dates. Each ofﬁcer was entitled to receive annual marketing fees or commissions equal to the greater of
the individual’s percentage of Energy Savings’ incremental gross margin and the individual’s speciﬁed guaranteed amount,
payable on March 31 of each year, as to, 50% in cash and 50% in fully paid unit appreciation rights (“UARs”) which vest on
the ﬁrst, second and third anniversary day of the grant date when they become exchangeable for units on a one for one basis.
All unvested fully paid UARs will be canceled effective the resignation dates of each of the respective ofﬁcers. For the year
ended March 31, 2006, non-cash payments to the three ofﬁcers amounted to $1.5 million (2005 – $0.9 million).
The resignations of two of the three ofﬁcers occurred in the fourth quarter of ﬁscal 2006 with the resignation of the third ofﬁcer
occurring at the beginning of ﬁscal 2007. The entitlement under the Marketing Agreement will cease on March 31, 2006 for all
ofﬁcers, except one, who will continue to be paid during a period of transition, ending on September 30, 2006.

Critical accounting estimates
The consolidated ﬁnancial statements of the Fund have been prepared in accordance with GAAP. Certain accounting policies
require management to make estimates and judgments that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues, cost of
sales and marketing, and general and administrative expenses. Estimates are based on historical experience, current information
and various other assumptions that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. The emergence of new information and
changed circumstances may result in actual results or changes to estimated amounts that differ materially from current estimates.
The following assessment of critical accounting estimates is not meant to be exhaustive. The Fund might realize different results
from the application of new accounting standards promulgated, from time to time, by various rule-making bodies.
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Unbilled revenues/accrued gas accounts payable
Unbilled revenues result when customers consume more gas than has been delivered by Energy Savings to the LDCs. These
estimates are stated at net realizable value. Accrued gas accounts payable represents Energy Savings’ obligation to the LDC with
respect to gas consumed by customers in excess of that delivered. This obligation is also valued at net realizable value. This
estimate is required for the gas business unit only, since electricity is consumed at the same time as delivery. Management uses
the current average customer contract price and the current average supply cost as a basis for the valuation.
Gas delivered in excess of consumption/deferred revenues
Gas delivered to LDCs in excess of consumption by customers is valued at the lower of cost and net realizable value. Collections
from LDCs in advance of their consumption results in deferred revenues, which are valued at net realizable value. This estimate is
required for the gas business unit only since electricity is consumed at the same time as delivery. Management uses the current
average customer contract price and the current average supply cost as a basis for the valuation.
Goodwill
In assessing the value of goodwill for potential impairment, assumptions are made regarding Energy Savings’ future cash ﬂow.
If the estimates change in the future, the Fund may be required to record impairment charges related to goodwill. An impairment
review of goodwill was performed during ﬁscal 2006 and as a result of the review, it was determined that no impairment of
goodwill existed at March 31, 2006.
Fair value of derivative ﬁnancial instruments and risk management
The Fund has entered into a variety of derivative ﬁnancial instruments as part of the business of purchasing and selling gas and
electricity. Energy Savings enters into contracts with customers to provide electricity and gas at ﬁxed prices. These contracts
expose Energy Savings to changes in market prices to supply these commodities. To reduce the exposure to the commodity
market price changes, Energy Savings uses derivative ﬁnancial and physical contracts to secure ﬁxed price commodity supply
matching its delivery obligations.
The Fund’s business model objective is to minimize commodity risk other than consumption, usually attributable to weather.
Accordingly, it is Energy Savings’ policy to hedge the estimated requirements of its customers with offsetting volumes of natural
gas and electricity at ﬁxed prices for terms equal to those of the customer contracts.
Energy Savings’ entry into Illinois and New York as well as the intention for further expansion has introduced foreign exchange
related risks. As a result, Energy Savings entered into foreign exchange forwards in order to hedge the exposure to ﬂuctuations in
cross border cash ﬂow.
The estimation of the fair value of certain electricity and gas supply contracts and foreign exchange risks requires considerable
judgment and is based on market prices or management’s best estimates if there is no market and/or if the market is illiquid.

Preference shares of OESC and trust units
As at May 10, 2006, there were 10,168,695 preference shares of OESC outstanding and 96,391,991 units of the Fund outstanding.

Taxability of distributions
Cash distributions received in calendar 2005 were allocated as follows: 26% dividends, 65% interest and other income and
9% return of capital. Additional information can be found on our website at www.esif.ca. Management estimates the distributions
for calendar 2006 to be allocated as to 95% interest and other income and 5% return of capital.
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Adoption of new accounting policies
There have been no new accounting policies adopted by the Fund for the period of April 1, 2005 to March 31, 2006, nor are
there changes pending or proposed for ﬁscal 2007. Commencing April 1, 2007, ESG will be required to comply with three new
standards: Hedge Accounting, Financial Instruments and Other Comprehensive Income. These standards will require all
derivative ﬁnancial instruments to be fair valued and recognized in Other Assets as opposed to recognizing only the fair value of
derivative ﬁnancial instruments that do not meet hedge accounting requirements as is currently the case. Changes in the fair
value will ﬂow through the new Statement of Other Comprehensive Income if hedges are effective. Due to the size of the
electricity derivative ﬁnancial instruments, which are not currently recognized in Other Assets, these new standards will have a
signiﬁcant impact on the Other Assets caption of the balance sheet. Due to the volatility of market prices, it is expected that there
will be signiﬁcant changes ﬂowed through Other Comprehensive Income on a quarterly basis. There will be no change to
management’s hedge strategy as the plans are effective; the change in measurement is simply the adoption of the new
accounting standards.

Competition
Industry competition – Natural gas
Energy Savings offers its customers protection against price volatility through various ﬁxed price, ﬁxed term and price protected
supply arrangements. The Fund does not view LDCs as true competitors, but rather as a supplier of last resort for customers. The
LDCs are currently not permitted to make a proﬁt on the sale of the gas commodity to their supply customers.
With respect to alternative retailers supplying residential and small to mid-size commercial customers, Energy Savings’ largest
competitors in Ontario are Direct Energy, which is owned by Centrica plc and Universal Energy Corporation. In addition, each
market in which Energy Savings and/or its afﬁliates operates has regional competitors.
Management believes that the Fund has signiﬁcant competitive advantages over other retailers in that it has: (i) a marketing
and sales organization which has achieved signiﬁcant success in commodity sales; (ii) an excellent customer care and customer
service process; (iii) a disciplined management of commodity purchases; and (iv) an offering priced to achieve stable margin
growth vs. customer growth. The industry credibility of the Fund’s subsidiaries and afﬁliates is based on the long-term experience
of its management team relating to the deregulation of natural gas and their innovations in providing consumer choices within
the direct purchase market.
Industry competition – Electricity
Competition in the target electricity market in Ontario and Alberta is currently limited. Management believes the current active
competitors in the electricity market to be Universal Energy Corporation and Direct Energy.
Energy source competition
Natural gas enjoys advantages over electricity and other fossil fuels, including the fact that it is readily available through vast
transmission and distribution systems and has signiﬁcant environmental advantages compared to other fossil fuels, which should
result in consumers continuing to switch to natural gas for their energy needs. However, the price advantage which natural gas at
one time enjoyed over these other forms of energy will be diminished if the price of natural gas continues to increase and, to the
extent that consumers have the capacity to switch to the use of other forms of energy, such increases in the price of natural gas
could result in other sources of energy providing more signiﬁcant competition to the Fund’s natural gas offering. With regard to the
Fund’s customer base, while some of its mid-sized industrial and commercial customers may be in a position to select an alternate
energy source, this option would normally not be available to its residential, small to mid-size commercial and small industrial
customers without signiﬁcant capital cost. Accordingly, while major industrial users (a market segment not served by Energy Savings)
can indeed change from one source of energy to another to take advantage of commodity price differentials, this requires installation
of equipment which is generally not economic for residential or small to mid-size commercial and small industrial users.
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Risk factors
Availability of supply
A key risk to the business model is a sudden and signiﬁcant drop in the market price of gas or electricity resulting in customers
leaving their contracts. The Fund’s subsidiaries and afﬁliates may encounter difﬁculty or political resistance for enforcement of
liquidated damages and/or enactment of force majeure provisions in such a situation and be exposed to spot prices with a material
adverse impact to cash ﬂow. Continual monitoring of margin and exposure allows management time to adjust strategies and
pricing, and to mitigate communications. The risk of supply default is mitigated through credit and supply diversity arrangements.
The business model is based on contracting for supply to lock in margin. There is a risk that counterparties could not deliver
due to business failure or supply shortage or that the Fund’s subsidiaries and afﬁliates could not ﬁnd alternatives to their major
energy supplier, Coral Energy. The Fund’s subsidiaries and afﬁliates continue to investigate opportunities to identify additional
gas suppliers, and electricity suppliers and have, since April 1, 2005, added several additional gas suppliers (BP Canada Energy
Company and EPCOR Merchant and Capital L.P.) and electricity suppliers (Bruce Power L.P., Constellation Energy Group Inc.,
Sempra Energy Trading Corp. and EPCOR Merchant Capital L.P.).
Availability of credit
The Fund operates in the Illinois and Alberta markets, which provide for payment by LDCs and customers only when the customer
has paid for consumed gas (rather than when gas is delivered). Also, in Illinois, Energy Savings must inject gas inventory in
advance of payment, this creates working capital requirements (particularly in the summer and fall). Both the seasonality of
customer consumption and the injection of gas inventory necessitate the need for the Fund’s available credit. In addition, some
of the Fund’s subsidiaries and afﬁliates are required to post collateral in connection with commodity supply contracts, license
obligations and obligations owed to certain LDCs. Cash ﬂow and distributions could be impacted by the ability of Energy Savings
to fund such requirements or to provide other satisfactory collateral for such obligations. To mitigate credit availability risk and
its potential impact to cash ﬂow, the Fund, through the majority of its subsidiaries and afﬁliates, has security arrangements in
place pursuant to which Coral Energy, BP Canada Energy Company and the lenders under the credit facility hold security over
substantially all of the assets of the Fund and its active subsidiaries and afﬁliates. Other suppliers’ security requirements are met
through cash margining, guarantees and letters of credit. The most signiﬁcant assets of the Fund consist of its contracts with
customers, which assets may not be suitable as security for some creditors and suppliers. To date, the credit facility and related
security agreements have met the collateral posting requirements of the business. The Fund continues to monitor its credit and
security requirements. The Fund’s business may be adversely affected if it is unable to meet the collateral posting requirements.
Legislative and regulatory environment
The Fund, through its subsidiaries and afﬁliates, operates in the highly regulated natural gas and electricity retail sales
industry in the Provinces of Ontario, Manitoba, Quebec, British Columbia and Alberta, and in the States of Illinois and New York.
They must comply with the legislation and regulations in these jurisdictions in order to maintain their licensed status and
continue their operations. There is potential for changes to this legislation and these regulatory measures that may, favorably
or unfavorably, impact the Fund’s business model. The Fund has a dedicated team of in-house regulatory advisors to ensure
adequate knowledge of the legislation and regulations in order that operations may advise of regulations pursuant to which
procedures are required to be implemented and monitored to maintain license status. When new markets are entered, the
in-house team assesses the market and determines if additional expertise (internal or external) is required.
In all jurisdictions Energy Savings operates in, the LDC performs billing and collection services except for the Province of Alberta.
In Alberta, Energy Savings is required to invoice and receive payments directly from customers. In 2005, Energy Savings entered
into a ﬁve-year agreement with EPCOR for the provision of billing and collection services for all customers in Alberta. If the LDCs
did not perform such services, Energy Savings would have to seek a third party billing provider or develop systems internally to
perform these functions.
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Market risks
Market risk is the potential loss that may be incurred as a result of changes in the market or fair value of a particular instrument
or commodity. Energy Savings is exposed to market risks associated with commodity prices and market volatility where estimated
customer requirements do not match actual customer requirements. The Fund, through its subsidiaries and afﬁliates, is also
exposed to interest rates associated with its credit facility and foreign currency exchange rates associated with repatriation of
U.S. denominated funds for Canadian denominated distributions. The Fund’s exposure to market risk is affected by a number of
factors, including accuracy of estimation of customer requirements, commodity prices, volatility and liquidity of markets, and the
absolute and relative levels of interest rates and foreign currency exchange rates. The Fund, through its subsidiaries and afﬁliates,
enters into derivative ﬁnancial instruments in order to manage exposures to changes in commodity prices and foreign currency
rates; current exposure to interest rates does not economically warrant the use of derivative instruments. The derivative ﬁnancial
instruments that are used are designed to ﬁx the price of supply for estimated customer demand in Canadian dollars and thereby
ﬁx margins such that Unitholder distributions can be appropriately established. Derivative ﬁnancial instruments are generally
transacted over the counter. The inability or failure of Energy Savings to manage and monitor the above market risks could have
a material adverse effect on the operations and cash ﬂow of the Fund and its subsidiaries and afﬁliates.
Governance
The Fund has adopted a corporate-wide Risk Management Policy governing its market risk management and any derivative trade
activities. A Risk Committee, consisting of senior ofﬁcers, oversees company-wide energy risk management activities as well as
foreign exchange and interest rate activities. The Risk Ofﬁce and the Risk Committee monitor the results to ensure compliance with
the Risk Management Policy. The Risk Ofﬁce is responsible for ensuring that the Fund and its subsidiaries and afﬁliates manage the
market, credit and operational risks within limitations imposed by the Board of Directors in accordance with its Risk Management
Policy. Market risks are monitored by Risk Management utilizing industry accepted mark to market techniques and analytical
methodologies in addition to company speciﬁc measures. This department operates and reports independently of the traders.
The failure or inability of the Fund to comply with and monitor its Risk Management Policy could have a material adverse effect
on the operations and cash ﬂow of the Fund and its subsidiaries and afﬁliates.
Energy trading inherent risks
Energy trading subjects the Fund’s subsidiaries and afﬁliates to some inherent risks associated with future contractual
commitments, including market and operational risks, counterparty credit risk, product location differences, market liquidity
and volatility. There is continuous monitoring and reporting of the valuation of identiﬁed risks to the Risk Committee and the
Audit Committee of the Board of Directors. The failure or inability of the Fund to monitor and address the energy trading inherent
risks could have a material adverse effect on the operations and cash ﬂow of the Fund and its subsidiaries and afﬁliates.
Information technology systems
The subsidiaries and afﬁliates of the Fund operate in a high-volume business with an extensive array of data interchanges and
market requirements. Appropriate systems are necessary to track, monitor and correct or otherwise verify a high volume of data
to ensure the reported ﬁnancial results are accurate. The failure of the Fund to install and maintain these systems could have a
material adverse effect on the operations and cash ﬂow of the Fund and its subsidiaries and afﬁliates.
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Customer credit risk
In Illinois and Alberta, Energy Savings assumes the credit risk associated with cash collections from its customers. Credit review
processes have been put in place for these markets where Energy Savings has credit risk. If a signiﬁcant number of customers
were to default on their payments, it could have a material adverse effect on Energy Savings’ operations and cash ﬂow. Credit
review processes have been put in place for these markets to manage the customer default rate. Management factors default
from credit risk in its margin expectations for both Illinois and Alberta.
For the remaining markets in which Energy Savings operates, the LDCs provide collection services and assume the risk of any
bad debts owing from Energy Savings’ customers. Therefore, Energy Savings receives the collection of customer account balances
directly from the LDCs. Management believes that the risk of the LDCs failing to deliver payment to Energy Savings is minimal.
However, there is no assurance that the LDCs who provide these services will continue to do so in the future.
Counterparty credit risk
Credit risk represents the loss that the Fund and its subsidiaries and afﬁliates would incur if a counterparty fails to perform under
its contractual obligations. This risk would manifest itself in the Fund’s subsidiaries and afﬁliates replacing contracted supply at
prevailing market rates, thus impacting the related customer margin. A signiﬁcant portion of the Fund’s commodity supply
contracts are with Coral Energy, an afﬁliate of Shell Trading. Counterparty limits are established within the Risk Management
Policy. Any exception to these limits requires approval from the Board of Directors. The Risk Ofﬁce monitors current and potential
credit exposure to individual counterparties and also monitors overall aggregate counterparty exposure. However, the failure of
a counterparty to meet its contractual obligations could have a material adverse effect on the operations and cash ﬂow of the
Fund and its subsidiaries and afﬁliates.
Competition
Although Energy Savings believes it is currently either the largest or the second largest alternative retailer of natural gas and
electricity contracts in Canada, based on the number of contracted customers, management estimates that approximately four
other companies compete with it in the residential, small to mid-size commercial and small industrial market, two of whom have
a very small number of customers. It is possible that new entrants may enter the market and compete directly for the customer
base that the Fund’s subsidiaries and afﬁliates target, slowing or reducing their market share. If the LDCs are permitted by
changes in the current regulatory framework to sell natural gas at prices other than cost, their existing customer bases could
provide them with a signiﬁcant competitive advantage. This may limit the number of customers available for alternative retailers,
including the Fund’s subsidiaries and afﬁliates.
Contract renewals
As at March 31, 2006, Energy Savings had 1.5 million long-term customers who will come up for renewal during 2007 to 2012.
Energy Savings has implemented a marketing program with an expectation of achieving an 80% customer renewal rate. To the
extent that the rate of renewal is substantially less than 80%, the operations and cash ﬂow of the Fund could be adversely
impacted.
These factors should not be considered to be exhaustive. Additional risks are outlined in the Annual Information Form (AIF)
available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com on or before June 30, 2006.
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Corporate governance
Energy Savings is committed to transparency in our operations and our approach to governance meets all recommended
standards. Full disclosure of our compliance with existing corporate governance rules is available on our website at www.esif.ca
and is included in the Fund’s May 18, 2006 management proxy circular. Energy Savings actively monitors the corporate
governance and disclosure environment to ensure timely compliance with current and future requirements.
Based on an evaluation of the Energy Savings’ disclosure controls and procedures, the Fund’s Chief Executive Ofﬁcer and
Chief Financial Ofﬁcer have concluded that these controls and procedures are effective as of March 31, 2006.

Outlook
While the Fund has more than 1.5 million customer equivalents under long-term contracts at locked-in margins, its future results
are dependent upon its ability to continue to add new customers both in existing and future new markets. Management believes
that these growth opportunities will continue to exist. As a result management announced customer aggregation targets for ﬁscal
2007 totaling 475,000 gross additions and 307,000 net additions for the year. This compares to a ﬁscal 2006 target of 350,000
additions and realized additions of 424,000 for that year. Meeting the target would represent a 20% increase in customers.
There can be no assurance that these targets will be realized; however, they represent the expectations of management.
Gas
Ontario

50,000

Rest of Canada

60,000

United States

100,000
210,000

Electricity
Canada

175,000

United States

90,000
265,000
475,000

Energy Savings continues to actively monitor the progress of the deregulated markets in various jurisdictions, including Indiana,
Virginia, Maryland, New Jersey, Michigan and Texas, as well as the residential gas market in British Columbia.
In an attempt to reﬂect both inﬂation and the increased effort required to secure customers, management has increased its target
per customer aggregation costs. To offset these additional costs, the Fund has increased its prices to generate higher target
margins than in the past. The overall impact is that every market will continue to repay customer aggregation costs in less than
12 months. Management does not believe that higher prices and margins will adversely impact customer additions as it forecasts
record aggregation in ﬁscal 2007.
The new targets are as follows:

Target Aggregation Cost/RCE

Target Margin/RCE

Gas
Canada

$

160

$

175

United States

$

110

$

140

Electricity
Canada

$

95

$

110

United States

$

100

$

110

Based on continued growth in both customers and distributable cash, the Fund announced its 22nd distribution increase,
from $0.03 to $0.975 per annum. The increase will be effective for the July 31, 2006 payment.
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Management’s responsibility for ﬁnancial reporting

The accompanying consolidated ﬁnancial statements of Energy Savings Income Fund and all the information in this
Annual Report are the responsibility of Management and have been approved by the Board of Directors.
The consolidated ﬁnancial statements have been prepared by management in accordance with Canadian generally accepted
accounting principles. The consolidated ﬁnancial statements include some amounts that are based on estimates and judgments.
Management has determined such amounts on a reasonable basis in order to ensure that the consolidated ﬁnancial statements
are presented fairly, in all material respects. Financial information presented elsewhere in this Annual Report has been prepared
on a consistent basis with that in the consolidated ﬁnancial statements.
Energy Savings Income Fund maintains systems of internal accounting and administrative controls. These systems are designated
to provide reasonable assurance that the ﬁnancial information is relevant, reliable and accurate and that the Fund’s assets are
properly accounted for and adequately safeguarded.
The Board of Directors is responsible for ensuring that Management fulﬁlls its responsibilities for ﬁnancial reporting and is ultimately
responsible for reviewing and approving the consolidated ﬁnancial statements. The Board carries out this responsibility principally
through its Audit Committee.
The Audit Committee is appointed by the Board of Directors and is comprised entirely of non-management Directors. The Audit
Committee meets periodically with Management and the external auditors, to discuss auditing, internal controls, accounting
policy and ﬁnancial reporting matters. The Committee reviews the consolidated ﬁnancial statements with both management and
the external auditors and reports its ﬁndings to the Board of Directors before such statements are approved by the Board.
The consolidated ﬁnancial statements have been audited by KPMG LLP, the external auditors, in accordance with Canadian
generally accepted auditing standards on behalf of the Unitholders. The external auditors have full and free access to the Audit
Committee, with and without the presence of management, to discuss their audit and their ﬁndings as to the integrity of the
ﬁnancial reporting and the effectiveness of the system of internal controls.
On behalf of Energy Savings Income Fund by Ontario Energy Savings Corp., as administrator.

Brennan R. Mulcahy

Mary Meffe, C.A.

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Chief Financial Ofﬁcer
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Auditors’ report to the Unitholders

We have audited the consolidated balance sheet of Energy Savings Income Fund as at March 31, 2006 and the consolidated
statements of operations, unitholders’ equity and cash ﬂows for the year then ended. These ﬁnancial statements are the responsibility
of the Fund's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these ﬁnancial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we
plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the ﬁnancial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the ﬁnancial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and signiﬁcant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall ﬁnancial statement presentation.
In our opinion, these consolidated ﬁnancial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the ﬁnancial position of the Fund
as at March 31, 2006 and the results of its operations and its cash ﬂows for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian
generally accepted accounting principles.
The comparative ﬁgures were audited by another ﬁrm of chartered accountants.

Chartered Accountants
Toronto, Canada, May 10, 2006
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Consolidated balance sheets
As at March 31
(thousands of dollars)
2006

2005

Assets
Current
Cash

$

Restricted cash (Note 5)
Accounts receivable

11,663

$

16,058

4,452

5,682

149,424

101,631

4,796

414

Unbilled revenues

36,982

50,536

Prepaid expenses

1,479

2,108

Corporate taxes recoverable

4,308

–

Gas in storage

213,104

176,429

Gas contracts (less accumulated amortization – $228,314; 2005 – $198,483)

15,615

45,446

Electricity contracts (less accumulated amortization – $14,810; 2005 – $3,040)

11,611

8,794

Goodwill

94,576

94,576

Capital assets (Note 7)

11,263

10,279

Other assets (Note 13a)

4,056

5,474

$

350,225

$

340,998

$

25,184

$

–

Liabilities
Current
Bank indebtedness (Note 8)
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

113,137

76,505

Customer rebates payable (Note 5)

4,452

5,682

Management incentive program payable

1,260

1,173

Unit distribution payable

7,591

7,039

Corporate taxes payable
Accrued gas accounts payable
Deferred charges (less accumulated amortization – $4,440)
Other liabilities (Note 13a)
Future income taxes (Note 9)

382

10,048

29,901

40,900

181,907

141,347

3,552

–

1,499

644

16,388

21,020

203,346

163,011

138,443

173,106

8,436

4,881

Equity
Unitholders’ equity
Contributed surplus (Note 12d)

146,879
$

350,225

See accompanying notes to consolidated statements.

Approved on behalf of Energy Savings Income Fund by Ontario Energy Savings Corp., as administrator.

Rebecca MacDonald

Michael J.L. Kirby

Executive Chair

Corporate Director

177,987
$

340,998
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Consolidated statements of Unitholders’ equity
For the years ended March 31
(thousands of dollars)

Unitholders’ equity, beginning of year

Unitholders’

Accumulated

Capital

Earnings

Distributions

92,327

$ (236,680)

$

317,459

Trust units exchanged

$

2006
$

2005

173,106

$

206,401

–

–

–

–

3,656

7,191

–

–

7,191

15,379

Trust units issued on exercise/
exchange of unit compensation (Note 12)
Class A preference shares exchanged

–

–

–

–

Net income

–

51,563

–

51,563

37,205

Distributions

–

–

(87,507)

(87,507)

(80,073)

Class A preference share distributions – net of tax

–

–

(5,910)

(5,910)

(5,806)

143,890

$ (330,097)

Unitholders’ equity, end of year

$

324,650

$

$

138,443

(3,656)

$

173,106

See accompanying notes to consolidated statements.

Consolidated statements of operations
For the years ended March 31
(thousands of dollars except per unit amount)
2006
Sales

$

1,212,314

2005
$

920,913

Cost of sales

1,026,229

754,664

Gross margin

186,085

166,249

34,318

28,642

691

704

48,238

39,994

6,518

3,462

Expenses
General and administrative expenses
Capital tax
Marketing expenses
Unit based compensation (Note 12)

5,107

263

29,831

49,120

Amortization of electricity contracts

7,330

2,150

Amortization of capital assets

2,496

1,856

134,529

126,191

51,556

40,058

Bad debt expense
Amortization of gas contracts

Income before other income (expense)
Other income (expense) (Note 13)

(3,048)

2,068

Income before income tax

48,508

42,126

Provision for (recovery of) income tax (Note 9)
Net income

(3,055)

4,921

$

51,563

$

37,205

Basic

$

0.49

$

0.36

Diluted

$

0.48

$

0.35

See accompanying notes to consolidated statements.

Net income per unit (Note 14)
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Consolidated statements of cash ﬂows
For the years ended March 31
(thousands of dollars)
2006

2005

Net inﬂow (outﬂow) of cash related to the following activities
Operating
Net income

$

51,563

$

37,205

Items not affecting cash
Amortization of gas contracts

29,831

49,120

Amortization of electricity contracts

7,330

2,150

Amortization of capital assets

2,496

1,856

Unit based compensation
Future income taxes

6,518

3,462

(4,632)

(8,836)

Loss on foreign exchange (unrealized)

531

Other (income) expenses (unrealized)

1,667

(2,258)

43,741

46,077

2,555

(2,551)

Adjustments required to reﬂect net cash receipts from gas sales (Note 19)
Changes in non-cash working capital (Note 20)
Cash inﬂow from operations

583

97,859

80,731

(28,277)

(13,589)

69,582

67,142

Financing
Exercise of trust unit options (Note 12)
Distributions paid to Unitholders
Distributions on Class A preference shares
Tax impact on distributions on Class A preference shares
Bank indebtedness

4,221

10,172

(86,945)

(79,134)

(9,251)

(9,088)

3,341

3,282

25,184

–

(63,450)

(74,768)

(3,480)

(5,642)

Investing
Purchase of capital assets
Acquisition of customer contracts
Loss on foreign exchange (unrealized)
Other income foreign exchange (unrealized)

(6,593)

(10,332)

(10,073)

(15,974)

(531)

(583)

77

–

Net cash outﬂow

(4,395)

(24,183)

Cash, beginning of year

16,058

40,241

Cash, end of year

$

11,663

$

16,058

Interest paid

$

997

$

104

Income taxes paid

$

12,883

$

907

See accompanying notes to consolidated statements.

Supplemental information
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Notes to the consolidated ﬁnancial statements
For the year ended March 31, 2006
(thousands of dollars except per unit amounts)
Note 1.

Organization
Energy Savings Income Fund (“Energy Savings” or the “Fund”)
Energy Savings is an open-ended, limited-purpose trust established under the laws of the Province of Ontario to hold
securities and to distribute the income of its directly or indirectly wholly owned operating subsidiaries and afﬁliates:
Ontario Energy Savings L.P. (“OESLP”), Energy Savings (Manitoba) Corp. (“ESMC”), Energy Savings (Quebec) L.P.
(“ESPQ”), ES (B.C.) Limited Partnership (“ESBC”), Alberta Energy Savings L.P. (“AESLP”), Illinois Energy Savings
Corp. (“IESC”) and New York Energy Savings Corp. (“NYESC”), (collectively the “Energy Savings Group”).

Note 2.

Operations
The Energy Savings Group
Energy Savings’ business involves the sale of long-term ﬁxed price contracts. Through its subsidiaries and afﬁliates,
Energy Savings markets natural gas to residential customers, small to mid-size commercial and small industrial
businesses in Ontario, Manitoba, Alberta, Illinois and New York and solely to commercial customers in Quebec and
British Columbia. Energy Savings also markets electricity to residential and small to mid-size commercial customers
in Ontario, Alberta and New York.
By ﬁxing the price of gas or electricity under ﬁxed price contracts up to a period of ﬁve years, customers eliminate
their exposure to price volatility for the commodities. It is Energy Savings’ policy to match the estimated requirements
of its customers by purchasing offsetting physical or notional volumes of gas and electricity from suppliers at ﬁxed
prices for the term of its related customer contracts. The Fund derives its gross margin from the difference between
the ﬁxed price at which it is able to sell the commodities to its customers and the ﬁxed price at which it purchases the
matching physical or notional volumes from its suppliers.

Note 3.

Summary of signiﬁcant accounting policies

(a) Principles of consolidation
The consolidated ﬁnancial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian generally accepted
accounting principles, and include the accounts of Energy Savings Income Fund and its directly and indirectly wholly
owned subsidiaries and afﬁliates.
(b) Cash and cash equivalents
All highly liquid temporary cash investments with an original maturity of three months or less when purchased are
considered to be cash equivalents.
(c) Unbilled revenues/accrued gas accounts payable or gas delivered in excess of consumption/deferred revenues
Unbilled revenues are stated at estimated realizable value and result when customers consume more gas than has
been delivered by Energy Savings to local distribution companies (“LDCs”). Accrued gas accounts payable represents
the obligation to the LDCs with respect to gas consumed by customers in excess of that delivered to the LDCs.
Gas delivered to LDCs in excess of consumption by customers is stated at the lower of cost and net realizable value.
Collections from customers in advance of their consumption of gas result in deferred revenues.
Due to the seasonality of our operations, during the winter months, customers will have consumed more than what
was delivered, resulting in the recognition of unbilled revenues/accrued gas accounts payable; however, in the
summer months, customers will have consumed less than what was delivered, resulting in the recognition of gas
delivered in excess of consumption/deferred revenues.
These adjustments are applicable solely to the Ontario, Manitoba and Quebec gas markets.
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(d) Gas in storage
Gas in storage primarily represents the gas delivered to the LDCs in the State of Illinois. The balance will ﬂuctuate as
gas is injected or withdrawn from storage. Injections typically occur from April through September and withdrawals
occur from October through March.
In addition, a portion of the gas in storage relates to operations in the Province of Alberta. In Alberta, there is a
month to month carryover which represents the difference between the gas delivered to the LDC within a month
and customer consumption. As the Alberta market is load following, the delivery volumes in the following month are
adjusted accordingly.
Gas in storage is stated at the lower of cost and net realizable value.
(e) Capital assets
Capital assets are recorded at cost. Amortization is provided over the estimated useful lives of the assets, with the half
year rule applied to acquisitions, as follows:
Asset

Basis

Rate

Furniture and ﬁxtures

Declining balance

20%

Ofﬁce equipment

Declining balance

20%

Computer equipment

Declining balance

30%

Commodity billing and settlement systems

Straight line

5 years

Leasehold improvements

Straight line

Term of lease

(f) Asset retirement obligations
Asset retirement obligations, including any restoration costs required in connection with leased assets or properties, are
recognized at fair value in the period in which the obligations are incurred and a reasonable estimate of fair value can
be made. Energy Savings did not have any such obligations outstanding for the years ended March 31, 2006 or 2005.
(g) Goodwill
Goodwill, reﬂecting the excess of the acquisition and incremental costs over the fair value of assets purchased by the
Fund, is not amortized. The carrying amount of goodwill is tested annually for impairment and is written down if
impairment is determined.
(h) Gas contracts
Gas contracts represent the original fair value of existing sales and supply contracts acquired by Energy Savings on
the acquisition of various gas contracts. These contracts are amortized over their average estimated remaining life.
(i) Electricity contracts
Electricity contracts represent the original fair value of existing sales and supply contracts acquired by Energy Savings
on the acquisition of various electricity contracts. These contracts are amortized over their average estimated
remaining life.
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(j) Other assets (liabilities)
Energy Savings’ various derivative ﬁnancial instruments have been accounted for under AcG-13, Hedging Relationships
where they meet the guideline’s criteria and otherwise have been recognized at fair value in the ﬁnancial statements in
accordance with EIC-128, Accounting for Trading, Speculative or Non-Hedging Derivative Financial Instruments.
For derivative ﬁnancial instruments accounted for under AcG-13, Energy Savings formally documents the relationship
between hedging instruments and the hedged items, as well as its risk management objective and strategy for
undertaking various hedge transactions. This process includes linking all derivative ﬁnancial instruments to anticipated
transactions. Energy Savings also formally assesses, both at the hedge’s inception and on an ongoing basis, whether
the derivative ﬁnancial instruments that are used in hedging transactions are highly effective in offsetting changes in
cash ﬂow of the hedged items.
Energy Savings enters into hedges of its cost of sales relating to its ﬁxed price electricity sales by entering into ﬁxed-for
ﬂoating electricity swap contracts with electricity suppliers. Energy Savings uses the settlement method of hedge
accounting for these swap contracts whereby the gain or loss incurred upon settlement is recognized in cost of sales.
The timing of these settlements matches the timing of the recognition of the anticipated electricity sales which these
swaps hedge. Changes in the fair value of these swaps are not recognized in the ﬁnancial statements.
Energy Savings enters into hedges of its foreign exchange relating to its anticipated repatriation of U.S. denominated
currency by entering into foreign exchange forward contracts with its lender. Energy Savings uses the settlement
method of hedge accounting for these foreign exchange forwards whereby the gain or loss incurred upon settlement
is recognized in the related income statement expense line. The timing of these settlements is anticipated to match
the timing of the recognition of the anticipated repatriation of U.S. denominated funds which these forwards hedge.
Changes in the fair value of these forwards are not recognized in the ﬁnancial statements.
Derivative ﬁnancial instruments accounted for in accordance with EIC-128 have been entered into for the purpose of
economically hedging the cost of sales relating to Energy Savings’ ﬁxed price gas sales. These derivative ﬁnancial
instruments have been recorded on the balance sheet as either other assets or other liabilities measured at fair value,
with changes in fair value recognized in income as other income (expense). These changes in fair value may be
referred to as mark to market gains (losses). In addition, the premiums and settlements for these derivative ﬁnancial
instruments are recognized in cost of sales, when incurred.
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(k) Derivative instruments and hedge accounting
Electricity:
Energy Savings has entered into contracts with customers to provide electricity at ﬁxed prices (“customer electricity
contracts”). Customer electricity contracts include requirements contracts and contracts with ﬁxed or variable volumes
at ﬁxed prices. The customer electricity contracts expose Energy Savings to changes in market prices of electricity and
consumption. To reduce its exposure to movements in commodity prices arising from the acquisition of electricity at
ﬂoating rates, Energy Savings uses electricity derivative ﬁnancial contracts (“electricity derivative contracts”). These
electricity derivative contracts are ﬁxed-for-ﬂoating swaps whereby Energy Savings agrees to exchange the difference
between the variable or indexed price and the ﬁxed price on a notional quantity of electricity for a speciﬁed time
frame. These contracts are expected to be effective as hedges of the electricity price exposure.
Energy Savings continues to monitor its effective hedging relationship between retail consumption and its supply contracts.
Realized and unrealized gains and losses on electricity derivative contracts designated as hedging instruments are
deferred and recognized over the term of the contract based on the timing of the underlying hedged transactions and
are recorded in cost of sales. Any electricity derivative contracts which do not qualify for hedge accounting or are
dedesignated as a hedge are recorded at fair market value with the changes in fair value recorded in current period
income as a component of other income (expense). Any gains or losses accumulated up to the date that the electricity
derivative contract is terminated or dedesignated as a hedge are deferred and recorded in cost of sales when the
hedged customer electricity contract affects income. Electricity supply contracts are recorded in cost of sales when the
physical electricity is purchased. Any gains and losses on early settlement of these contracts are recorded immediately
in other income (expense).
Gas:
Energy Savings has entered into contracts with customers to provide gas at ﬁxed prices (“customer gas contracts”).
The customer gas contracts expose Energy Savings to changes in market prices of gas and consumption. To reduce
its exposure to movements in commodity prices and usage, Energy Savings uses gas physical and ﬁnancial contracts
(“gas supply contracts”). These gas supply contracts are expected to be effective as hedges of the gas price exposure.
Energy Savings continues to monitor its effective hedging relationship between retail consumption and its supply contracts.
Energy Savings uses physical forwards (“physical gas supply contracts”) and other gas ﬁnancial instruments to ﬁx the
price of its gas supply. Under the physical gas supply contracts, Energy Savings agrees to pay a speciﬁed price per
volume of gas or transportation. Other ﬁnancial instruments are comprised primarily of ﬁnancial puts and calls that ﬁx
the price of gas in jurisdictions where Energy Savings has scheduling responsibilities and therefore is exposed to
commodity price risk on volumes above or below its base supply.
Realized and unrealized gains and losses on ﬁnancial gas supply contracts designated as hedging instruments are
deferred and recognized over the term of the contract based on the timing of the underlying hedged transactions and
are recorded in cost of sales. Any contracts which do not qualify for hedge accounting or are dedesignated as a hedge
are valued at fair market value with the changes in fair value recorded in current period income as a component of
other income (expense). Any gains or losses accumulated up to the date that the ﬁnancial gas supply contract is
terminated or dedesignated as a hedge are deferred and recorded in cost of sales when the hedged customer gas
contract affects income. Physical gas supply contracts are recorded in cost of sales when the physical gas is purchased.
Any gains and losses on early settlement of these contracts are recorded immediately in other income (expense).
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Foreign exchange:
To reduce its exposure to movements in foreign exchange rates, Energy Savings uses foreign exchange forwards
(“foreign exchange contracts”). These foreign exchange contracts are expected to be effective as hedges of the
anticipated cross border cash ﬂow.
Realized and unrealized gains and losses on foreign exchange contracts designated as hedging instruments are
deferred and recognized over the term of the contract based on the timing of the underlying hedged transactions and
are recorded in the income statement expense line. Any contracts which do not qualify for hedge accounting or are
dedesignated as a hedge are valued at fair market value with the changes in fair value recorded in current period
income as a component of other income (expense).
(l) Revenue recognition
Energy Savings delivers gas and/or electricity to end-use customers who have entered into long-term ﬁxed price
contracts. Revenue is recognized when the commodity is consumed by the end-use customer or sold to third parties.
The Fund assumes credit risk in only two jurisdictions – Alberta and Illinois, where credit review processes are in place
prior to commodity ﬂowing to the customer.
(m) Marketing expenses
Commissions and various other costs related to obtaining and renewing customer contracts are charged to income in
the period incurred.
(n) Foreign currency translation
Energy Savings’ currency of measurement in its consolidated ﬁnancial statements is the Canadian dollar. All U.S.
subsidiaries are considered integrated. Monetary assets and liabilities are translated at the exchange rates in effect at
the consolidated balance sheet dates. Non-monetary assets and liabilities and related income statement charges are
translated at historical rates. All other revenue and expense accounts are translated at the average rate for the year.
Foreign exchange gains and losses are included in net income for the year.
(o) Per unit amounts
The computation of income per unit is based on the weighted average number of units outstanding during the year.
(p) Unit based compensation plans
The Fund accounts for all of its unit based compensation awards using the fair value based method.
Awards are valued at grant date and are not subsequently adjusted for changes in the prices of the underlying unit
and other measurement assumptions. Compensation for awards without performance conditions is recognized as an
expense and a credit to contributed surplus over the related vesting period of the awards. Compensation for awards
with performance conditions is recognized based on management’s best estimate of whether the performance
condition will be achieved.
When options and other unit-based compensation awards are exercised or exchanged, the amounts previously
credited to contributed surplus are reversed and credited to Unitholders’ equity. The amount of cash, if any, received
from participants is also credited to Unitholders’ equity.
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(q) Employee future beneﬁts
Energy Savings established a long-term incentive plan (the “Plan”) for all permanent full-time and part-time Canadian
employees (working more than 20 hours per week) of its afﬁliates and subsidiaries. The Plan consists of two
components, a Deferred Proﬁt Sharing Plan (“DPSP”) and an Employee Proﬁt Sharing Plan (“EPSP”). For participants
of the DPSP, Energy Savings contributes an amount equal to a maximum of 2% per annum of an employee’s base
earnings. For the EPSP, Energy Savings contributes an amount up to a maximum of 2% per annum of an employee’s
base earnings towards the purchase of trust units of the Fund, on a matching one for one basis.
Participation in either plan is voluntary. The Plan has a two-year vesting period beginning from the later of the Plan’s
effective date and the employee’s starting date. During the year Energy Savings contributed $428 (2005 – $367) to
both plans, which was paid in full during the year.
(r) Exchangeable securities
Energy Savings follows the recommendations of the Emerging Issues Committee relating to the presentation of
exchangeable securities issued by subsidiaries of income funds. The recommendations require that the exchangeable
securities issued by a subsidiary of an income fund be presented on the consolidated balance sheet of the income
fund as a part of Unitholders’ equity if the following criteria have been met:
• the holders of the exchangeable securities are entitled to receive distributions of earnings economically equivalent
to distributions received on units of the income fund; and
• the exchangeable securities ultimately are required to be exchanged for units of the income fund as a result of the
passage of ﬁxed periods of time or the non-transferability to third parties of the exchangeable securities without ﬁrst
exchanging them for units of the income fund.
The Class A preference shares meet these criteria and have been classiﬁed as Unitholders’ equity. In addition, all
distributions paid to the Class A preference shareholders must be included in Unitholders’ equity, net of tax. The
management incentive program, a bonus equal to the distribution amount received by a Unitholder, is additional
compensation to senior management of Ontario Energy Savings Corp. (“OESC”).
(s) Use of estimates
The preparation of the ﬁnancial statements, in conformity with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles,
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in the ﬁnancial statements
and accompanying notes. Actual results could differ from those estimates. In particular, valuation techniques such as
those used in the preparation of fair values are signiﬁcantly affected by the assumptions used and the amount and
timing of estimates. The aggregate fair value amounts represent point in time estimates only and should not be
interpreted as being realizable in an immediate settlement of the supply contracts.
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Note 4.

Seasonality of operations
Energy Savings’ operations are seasonal. Gas consumption by customers is typically highest in October through March
and lowest in April through September. Electricity consumption is typically highest in January through March and July
through September. Electricity consumption is lowest in October through December and April through June.

Note 5.

Restricted cash/customer rebates payable
Restricted cash represents rebate monies received from LDCs in Ontario as provided by the Independent Electricity
System Operator. OESLP is obligated to disperse the monies to eligible end-use customers in accordance with the
Market Power Mitigation Agreement as part of OESLP’s Retailer License conditions.

Note 6.

Acquisition of customer contracts

(a) Acquisition of EPCOR Utilities Inc.’s Ontario electricity contracts
On May 19, 2005, Energy Savings purchased effective May 1, 2005, approximately 187,000 residential customer
equivalents (“RCEs”) of deregulated electricity customers in Ontario from EPCOR Utilities Inc. (“EPCOR”).
The purchase price has been allocated as follows:
Net assets acquired:
Electricity contracts

$

Deferred charges

14,585
(7,992)

$

6,593

$

6,593

Consideration:
Cash

Cash consideration was determined by valuing the margin remaining on contracts acquired at their associated ﬁxed
prices, and is subject to adjustments. These ﬁxed prices were not reﬂective of the market price of electricity at the
time of acquisition. Canadian GAAP requires ﬁnancial instruments to be fair valued upon acquisition. Customer
contracts are not considered ﬁnancial instruments, while supply contracts are. Deferred charges relate to the fair value
associated with the acquired supply contracts.
The entire purchase price will be amortized over the average remaining life of the contracts, which at the time of the
acquisition was 1.5 years.
(b) Acquisition of EPCOR’s gas and electricity contracts
On December 1, 2004, Energy Savings purchased, effective November 1, 2004, approximately 45,000 RCEs of
deregulated gas customers and 90,000 RCEs of deregulated electricity customers from EPCOR, the Edmonton-based
integrated energy services and utility holding company, for $10,332.
The purchase price has been allocated as follows:
Net assets acquired:
Gas contracts

$

3,836

$

10,332

$

10,332

Electricity contracts

6,496

Consideration:
Cash

The entire purchase price will be amortized over the average remaining life of the contracts, which at the time of the
acquisition was 2.5 years.
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Note 7.

Capital assets
Accumulated
2006
Furniture and ﬁxtures

Cost
$

2,264

Amortization
$

799

Net Book Value
$

1,465

Ofﬁce equipment

2,710

709

2,001

Computer equipment

2,721

1,376

1,345

Commodity billing and settlement system

6,747

2,208

4,539

Leasehold improvements

2,875

962

1,913

$

17,317

$

6,054

$

11,263

Accumulated
2005
Furniture and ﬁxtures

Cost
$

1,664

Computer equipment
Commodity billing and settlement system
Leasehold improvements

$

461

Net Book Value
$

1,553

399

1,265

2,438

938

1,500

5,120

1,116

4,004

2,601
$

Note 8.

2,014

Ofﬁce equipment

Amortization

13,837

1,957

644
$

3,558

$

10,279

Bank indebtedness
An operating credit facility is available to Energy Savings to meet working capital requirements. During the year, the
facility was increased from $60,000 to $100,000 to support the Fund’s growth needs. The operating line of credit
bears interest at bank prime plus 0.5% and the letters of credit bear interest at 1.5%. As at March 31, 2006, the
Canadian prime rate was 5.5% and the U.S. prime rate was 7.75%. As at March 31, 2006, Energy Savings had drawn
$25,184 against the facility and total letters of credit outstanding amounted to $21,976. Energy Savings has $52,840
of the facility remaining for future working capital and security requirements. Energy Savings’ obligations under the
credit facility are supported by guarantees of certain subsidiaries and afﬁliates and secured by a pledge of the assets
of Energy Savings and the majority of its operating subsidiaries and afﬁliates. Energy Savings is required to meet
a number of ﬁnancial covenants under the credit facility agreement. As at March 31, 2006 and 2005, all of these
covenants have been met.
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Note 9.

Income taxes
The Fund is taxed as a “mutual fund trust” for income tax purposes. Pursuant to the Declaration of Trust, the Trustee
will distribute all taxable income directly earned by the Trust to the Unitholders and deduct such distributions for
income tax purposes.
Canadian-based corporate subsidiaries are subject to tax on their taxable income at a rate of 36% (2005 – 36%).
The following table reconciles the difference between the income taxes that would result solely by applying statutory
tax rates to the pre-tax income for Energy Savings and the income tax provision in the ﬁnancial statements.
2006
Net income before income tax

$

Income tax expense at the combined basic rate of 36% (2005 – 36%)
Taxes on income attributable to Unitholders

48,508

2005
$

42,126

17,463

15,165

(28,740)

(13,501)

159

Large corporations tax

–

Beneﬁt of U.S. accounting losses not recognized

5,253

842

Non-deductible expenses

2,810

2,415

Provision for (recovery of) income tax

$

(3,055)

$

4,921

$

(1,764)

$

10,475

Components of Energy Savings’ income tax provision are as follows:
Income tax provision (recovery)
Amount credited to Unitholders’ equity

3,341

3,282

Current income tax provision

1,577

13,757

Future tax recovery
Provision for (recovery of) income tax

(4,632)

(8,836)

$

(3,055)

$

4,921

$

7,707

$

15,700

Components of Energy Savings’ net future income tax liability are as follows:
Carrying value of gas and electricity contracts in excess of tax value
Partnership income deferred for tax purposes

4,708

Other

1,006

3,973
$

16,388

4,314
$

21,020

U.S.-based corporate subsidiaries are subject to tax on their taxable income at a rate of 40% (2005 – 40%).
At March 31, 2006, the U.S. subsidiaries of Energy Savings had $15,742 (US$13,478) in combined operating losses
carry forward for tax purposes, of which $415 (US$356) of the carry forward will expire by 2024, $5,665 (US$4,850)
by 2025, and $9,662 (US$8,272) by 2026. The tax beneﬁt of these losses has not been recognized in these
financial statements.
At March 31, 2006, the difference between the carrying value and the tax basis of assets and liabilities attributable
to various partnerships of $9,985 has not been accounted for in the current year’s future income tax recovery; as such
the amount is to be allocated to ESIF Commercial Trust, a ﬂow through entity for tax purposes.
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Note 10.

Related party transactions
Energy Savings has obligations under its existing Marketing Fee Agreements (“Marketing Agreements”) to three
of its ofﬁcers. These three ofﬁcers have resigned. Each of their Marketing Agreements will expire in early ﬁscal 2007,
effective each of their respective resignation dates. Each ofﬁcer was entitled to receive annual marketing fees or
commissions equal to the greater of the individual’s percentage of Energy Savings’ incremental gross margin and the
individual’s speciﬁed guaranteed amount, payable on March 31 of each year, as to, 50% in cash and 50% in fully paid
unit appreciation rights (“UARs”), which vest on the ﬁrst, second and third anniversary day of the grant date when
they become exchangeable into units on a one for one basis. All unvested fully paid UARs will be canceled effective the
resignation dates of each of the respective ofﬁcers. For the year ended March 31, 2006, payments to the three ofﬁcers
amounted to $450 (2005 – $1,425), while payments made in the form of UARs amounted to $1,450 (2005 – $941).
The resignations of two of the three ofﬁcers occurred in the fourth quarter of ﬁscal 2006 with the resignation of the
third ofﬁcer occurring at the beginning of ﬁscal 2007. The entitlement under the Marketing Agreement will cease on
March 31, 2006 for all individuals, except for one, who will continue to be paid during a period of transition ending
on September 30, 2006.

Note 11.

Unitholders’ capital
Trust units of the Fund
An unlimited number of units may be issued. Each unit is transferable, voting and represents an equal undivided
beneﬁcial interest in any distributions from the Fund whether of net income, net realized capital gains or other
amounts, and in the net assets of the Fund in the event of termination or winding-up of the Fund.
Preference shares of OESC
Unlimited Class A preference shares, non-voting for OESC, non-cumulative, exchangeable into trust units in
accordance with the OESC shareholders’ agreement, with no priority on dissolution. Pursuant to the amended and
restated Declaration of Trust which governs the Fund, the holders of Class A preference shares are entitled to vote
in all votes of Unitholders as if they were the holders of the number of units which they would otherwise be entitled
to receive if they exercised their shareholder exchange rights. Class A preference shareholders have equal
entitlement to distributions from the Fund as Unitholders.
2006
Issued and Outstanding

Units/Shares

2005
Units/Shares

Trust units
Balance, beginning of year
Options exercised
Deferred unit grants exchanged
Class A preference shares exchanged
Balance, end of year

95,515,617

$

292,037

91,093,142

$

273,002

873,168

7,138

2,959,992

15,379

3,206

53

–

–

–

–

1,462,483

3,656

96,391,991

299,228

95,515,617

292,037

10,168,695

25,422

11,631,178

29,078

Class A preference shares
Balance, beginning of year
Exchanged into units

–

–

(1,462,483)

(3,656)

Balance, end of year

10,168,695

25,422

10,168,695

25,422

324,650

105,684,312

Unitholders’ capital, end of year

106,560,686

$

$

317,459
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Unit based compensation plans

Note 12.

(a) Unit option plan
The Fund grants awards under its 2001 unit option plan to directors, ofﬁcers, full-time employees and service
providers (non-employees) of its subsidiaries and afﬁliates. In accordance with the unit option plan and as a result of
the unit splits which took effect July 29, 2002 and January 30, 2004, the Fund may grant options to a maximum of
11,300,000 units. As at March 31, 2006, there were 859,166 options still available for grant under the plan. Of the
options issued, 1,227,667 options remain outstanding at year end. The exercise price of the unit options equals the
closing market price of the Fund’s units on the last business day preceding the grant date. The unit options will vest
over periods ranging from three to ﬁve years from the grant date and expire after ﬁve or ten years from the grant date.
A summary of the status of the Fund’s unit option plan is outlined below.
Weighted Average

Balance, April 1, 2004

Outstanding

Range of

Options

Exercise Prices

4,651,660

$ 2.50–$ 15.45

$

5.17

170,000

$ 15.50–$ 18.70

$

17.33

Granted
Forfeited/canceled
Exercised
Balance, March 31, 2005

(35,833)

$ 11.25–$ 16.58

$

11.62

$ 2.50–$ 11.25

$

3.44

1,825,835

$ 2.50–$ 18.70

$

8.99

275,000

$ 15.63–$ 15.90

$

15.65

(873,168)

$ 2.50–$ 11.25

$

4.83

$ 6.09–$ 18.70

$

13.44

Exercised
Balance, March 31, 2006
2

1,227,667

Grant Date

Exercise Price 1

(2,959,992)

Granted

1

Weighted Average

Fair Value 2
$

2.63

$

2.20

The weighted average exercise price is calculated by dividing the exercise price of options granted by the number of options granted.
The weighted average grant date fair value is calculated by dividing the fair value of options granted by the number of options granted.

2006

Options Outstanding
Weighted Average

Range of

Options Exercisable

Weighted

Weighted

Number

Remaining

Average

Number

Average

Outstanding

Contractual Life

Exercise Price

Exercisable

Exercise Price

$ 4.24–$ 6.09

6,668

1.00

$

6.09

6,668

$

6.09

$ 7.29–$ 10.68

70,166

2.02

$

9.51

38,834

$

9.29

$11.25–$12.17

693,333

2.03

$

12.05

660,002

$

12.09

$14.25–$18.70

457,500

3.61

$

16.24

29,500

$

16.68

1,227,667

2.62

$

13.44

735,004

$

12.07

Exercise Prices

Balance, end of year

2005

Options Outstanding
Weighted Average

Range of

Options Exercisable

Weighted

Weighted

Number

Remaining

Average

Number

Average

Exercise Prices

Outstanding

Contractual Life

Exercise Price

Exercisable

Exercise Price

$ 2.50–$ 3.24

199,998

1.08

$

2.50

199,998

$

2.50

$ 4.24–$ 6.09

574,005

1.85

$

5.10

60,667

$

5.91

$ 7.29–$ 10.68

169,332

2.60

$

8.40

20,000

$

7.78

$11.25–$12.17

700,000

7.64

$

12.05

233,333

$

12.05

$14.25–$18.70
Balance, end of year

182,500

3.91

$

17.12

3,000

$

14.65

1,825,835

4.26

$

8.99

516,998

$

7.48
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Options Available for Grant

2006

2005

Balance, beginning of year

1,134,166

1,268,333

–

35,833

Add: canceled/forfeited during the year
Less: granted during the year

(275,000)

Balance, end of year

859,166

(170,000)
1,134,166

The Fund uses a binomial option pricing model to estimate the fair values. The binomial model was chosen because
of the yield associated with the units. Fair values of employee unit options are estimated at grant date. Fair values of
non-employee unit options are estimated and revalued each reporting period until a measurement date is achieved.
The following weighted average assumptions have been used in the valuations for 2006:
Risk free rate
Expected volatility
Expected life
Expected distributions

3.53%–3.65%
25.57%–25.62%
5 years
$0.885–$0.915 per year

(b) Unit appreciation rights
The Fund grants awards under its 2004 unit appreciation rights (“UARs”) plan to senior ofﬁcers or service providers
of its subsidiaries and afﬁliates in the form of fully paid UARs. In accordance with the unit appreciation rights plan,
the Fund may grant UARs to a maximum of 1,000,000. As at March 31, 2006 there were 498,791 UARs still available
for grant under the plan. Except as otherwise provided, (i) the UARs vest up to one to ﬁve years from the grant date;
(ii) expire no later than ten years from the grant date; (iii) a holder of UARs is entitled to distributions as if a UAR were
a unit; and (iv) when vested, the holder of a UAR may exchange one UAR for one unit.
UARs Available for Grant
Balance, beginning of year
Less: granted during the year
Balance, end of year

2006

2005

759,574

1,000,000

(260,783)

(240,426)

498,791

759,574

(c) Deferred unit grants
The Fund grants awards under its 2004 Directors’ deferred compensation plan to all independent directors.
In accordance with the deferred compensation plan, the Fund may grant deferred unit grants (“DUGs”) to a maximum
of 100,000. The DUGs vest on the earlier of the date of the Director’s resignation or three years following the date of
grant and expire ten years following the date of grant. As of March 31, 2006, there were 82,781 DUGs available
for grant under the plan.
DUGs Available for Grant

2006

2005

Balance, beginning of year

90,635

100,000

Less: granted during the year

(7,854)

(9,365)

Balance, end of year

82,781

90,635
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(d) Contributed surplus
Amounts credited to contributed surplus include unit based compensation awards, UARs and DUGs. Amounts
charged to contributed surplus are awards exercised during the year.
Contributed Surplus
Balance, beginning of year

2006
$

Add: unit based compensation awards
Less: unit based awards exercised
Balance, end of year

$

4,881

2005
$

6,622

6,518

3,462

(2,963)

(5,203)

8,436

$

4,881

Total amounts credited to Unitholders’ capital in respect of unit options and deferred unit grants exercised or
exchanged during the year ended March 31, 2006 amounted to $7,191 (2005 – $15,379).
Cash received from options exercised for the year ended March 31, 2006 amounted to $4,221 (2005 – $10,172).
Note 13.

Financial instruments

(a) Fair value
The Fund has a variety of gas and electricity supply contracts that are considered derivative ﬁnancial instruments. The
fair value of derivative ﬁnancial instruments is the estimated amount that Energy Savings would pay or receive to dispose
of these supply contracts in the market. Management has estimated the value of electricity and gas swap contracts
using a discounted cash ﬂow method which employs market forward curves as well as a forward curve compiled by
management for Alberta electricity (electricity information is based on market). Gas options have been valued using
the Black option value model using the applicable market forward curves and the implied volatility from other market
traded gas options.
(i)(a) At March 31, 2006, Energy Savings had electricity ﬁxed-for-ﬂoating swap contracts in Ontario designated as hedges of
Energy Savings’ anticipated cost of sales to which it has committed with the following terms:
Notional volumes (peak, ﬂat off peak and weekend)

5.0–50.0 MW/h

Total remaining notional volume
(peak, ﬂat off peak and weekend)
Maturity dates

14,538,807 MWh
April 30, 2006–April 30, 2011

Fixed price per MWh (in dollars)

$45.00–$106.00

Fair value

$56,685 favorable

Notional value

$1,003,957

(i)(b) At March 31, 2006, Energy Savings had electricity ﬁxed-for-ﬂoating swap contracts in Alberta designated as hedges of
Energy Savings’ anticipated cost of sales to which it has committed with the following terms:
Notional volumes (peak and off peak)

0.1–7.9 MW/h

Total remaining estimated notional volume
(peak, off peak and load following)
Maturity dates
Fixed price per MWh (in dollars)
Fair value
Notional value

2,912,511 MWh
April 30, 2006–May 31, 2012
$55.80–$79.30
$15,237 favorable
$193,879
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(i)(c) At March 31, 2006, Energy Savings had electricity ﬁxed-for-ﬂoating swap contracts in New York designated as hedges
of Energy Savings’ anticipated cost of sales to which it has committed with the following terms:
Notional volumes (peak and off peak)

0.9–14.4 MW/h

Total remaining notional volume
(peak and off peak)
Maturity dates
Fixed price per MWh (in dollars)
Fair value
Notional value

1,375,775 MWh
April 30, 2006–April 30, 2011
$109.11–$133.09 (US$93.42–US$113.95)
$21,589 (US$18,484) unfavorable
$175,844 (US$150,551)

Since hedge accounting has been applied to these swaps, no recognition of the mark to market gain has been
recognized in these ﬁnancial statements. The electricity ﬁxed-for-ﬂoating contracts related to the Province of Alberta
are predominantly load following, wherein the quantity of electricity contained in the supply contract “follows” the
usage of customers designated by the supply contract. Notional volumes associated with these contracts are estimates
and subject to change with customer usage requirements. There are also load shaped ﬁxed-for-ﬂoating contracts in
Ontario and New York wherein the quantity of electricity is established but varies throughout the term of the contracts.
(ii) At March 31, 2006, Energy Savings’ ﬁxed-for-ﬂoating gas swap contract in Ontario had expired. The loss of $716
(2005 – $86 loss) for the year ended March 31, 2006 has been recorded in other income (expense).
(iii) At March 31, 2006, Energy Savings’ ﬂoating-for-ﬁxed gas swap contract in Ontario had expired. The gain of $171
(2005 – $171 loss) for the year ended March 31, 2006 has been recorded in other income (expense).
(iv) At March 31, 2006, Energy Savings had other gas puts and calls in Manitoba which have been marked to market with
the following terms:
Notional volume
Total remaining notional volume
Maturity dates
Fixed price per GJ (in dollars)
Fair value

465–51,750 GJ/month
1,724,545 GJ
April 30, 2006–April 30, 2011
$5.48–$9.18
$678 unfavorable

The loss of $34 (2005 – $1,050 loss) for the year ended March 31, 2006 has been recorded in other liabilities with its
offsetting value being recorded in other income (expense). The fair value of the options is net of the present value of
premiums which have yet to be paid.
(v) At March 31, 2006, Energy Savings had other gas puts and calls in Alberta which have been marked to market with
the following terms:
Notional volume
Total remaining notional volume
Maturity dates
Fixed price per GJ (in dollars)
Fair value

500–48,000 GJ/month
6,276,000 GJ
April 30, 2006–March 31, 2011
$5.50–$12.40
$571 unfavorable

The loss of $572 (2005 – $1 gain) for the year ended March 31, 2006 has been recorded in other liabilities with its
offsetting value being recorded in other income (expense). The fair value of the options is net of the present value of
premiums which have yet to be paid.
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(vi) At March 31, 2006, Energy Savings had other gas put and call options in Illinois which have been marked to market
with the following terms:
Notional volume

500–45,000 MmBTU/month

Total remaining notional volume

7,745,000 MmBTU

Maturity dates
Fixed price per MmBTU (in dollars)

April 30, 2006–May 31, 2011
$6.42–$11.68 (US$5.50–US$10.00)

Fair value

$2,010 (US$1,721) favorable

The fair value is net of prepaid premiums of $2,046 (US$1,752). These premiums are included in other assets. The
loss of $266 (US$228) for the year ended March 31, 2006 (2005 – gain of $2,356 (US$1,949)) has been recorded in
other liabilities with its offsetting value being recorded in other income (expense).
(vii) At March 31, 2006, Energy Savings had gas put and call options in New York which have been marked to market with
the following terms:
Notional volume
Total remaining notional volume
Maturity dates
Fixed price per MmBTU (in dollars)
Fair value

50–1,775 MmBTU/month
655,983 MmBTU
April 30, 2006–April 30, 2011
$9.46–$13.27 (US$8.10–US$11.36)
$250 (US$214) unfavorable

The loss of $250 (US$214) (2005 – n/a) for the year ended March 31, 2006 has been recorded in other liabilities with
its offsetting value being recorded in other income (expense). The fair value of the options is net of the present value of
premiums which have yet to be paid.
(viii) The Fund has foreign exchange forwards that are considered derivative ﬁnancial instruments. The fair value of derivative
financial instruments is the estimated amount that Energy Savings would pay or receive to dispose of these forwards at
market. Management has estimated the value of its foreign exchange forwards using a discounted cash ﬂow method
which employs market forward curves. At March 31, 2006, Energy Savings had foreign exchange forwards designated
as hedges of Energy Savings’ anticipated cross border cash ﬂow which it has committed with the following terms:
Notional amount
Total remaining notional amount
Maturity dates
Exchange rates
Fair value

$2,258–$2,276 per month (US$2,000)
$54,674 (US$48,000)
May 7, 2008–April 7, 2010
1.1289–1.1381
$266 unfavorable

These derivative ﬁnancial instruments create a credit risk for Energy Savings since they have been transacted with
a limited number of counterparties. Should any counterparty be unable to fulﬁll its obligations under the contracts,
Energy Savings may not be able to realize the other asset balance recognized in the ﬁnancial statements.
Energy Savings’ physical gas supply contracts are not considered derivative ﬁnancial instruments and a fair value has
therefore not been assessed.
The carrying value of cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts payable and accrued liabilities,
management incentive program payable and unit distribution payable approximate their fair values due to their
short-term liquidity.
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(b) Customer credit risk
In Illinois and Alberta, Energy Savings assumes the credit risk associated with cash collections from its customers.
Credit review processes have been put in place for these markets where Energy Savings has credit risk. If a signiﬁcant
number of customers were to default on their payments, it could have a material adverse effect on Energy Savings’
operations and cash ﬂow. Credit review processes have been put in place for these markets to manage the customer
default rate. Management factors default from credit risk in its margin expectations for both Illinois and Alberta.
For the remaining markets in which Energy Savings operates, the LDCs provide collection services and assume the
risk of any bad debts owing from Energy Savings’ customers. Therefore, Energy Savings receives the collection of
customer account balances directly from the LDCs. Management believes that the risk of the LDCs failing to deliver
payment to Energy Savings is minimal.
(c) Supplier risk
Energy Savings purchases the majority of the gas and electricity delivered to its customers through long-term contracts
entered into with various suppliers. Energy Savings has an exposure to supplier risk as the ability to continue to deliver
gas and electricity to its customers is reliant upon the ongoing operations of these suppliers, and their ability to fulﬁll
their contractual obligations. A signiﬁcant portion of these gas and electricity purchases are from Coral Energy, an
afﬁliate of Shell Trading.
(d) Foreign currency risk
Energy Savings has an exposure to foreign currency exchange rates, as a result of its investment in U.S. operations.
Changes in the applicable exchange rate may result in a decrease or increase in income. A non-cash loss of $531 for the
year ended March 31, 2006 and $583 for the year ended March 31, 2005 has been recorded in other income (expense).

Income per unit

Note 14.

2006

2005

Basic income per unit
Net income available to Unitholders

$

51,563

$

37,205

Weighted average number of units outstanding

95,834,000

93,868,000

Weighted average number of Class A preference shares

10,169,000

10,848,000

Basic units and shares outstanding
Basic income per unit

106,003,000
$

104,716,000

0.49

$

51,563

$

0.36

Diluted income per unit 1
Net income available to Unitholders

$

37,205

106,003,000

104,716,000

Unit options

683,000

1,506,000

Unit appreciation rights

283,000

55,000

11,000

–

Basic units and shares outstanding
Dilutive effect of:

Deferred unit grants
Units outstanding on a diluted basis
Diluted income per unit
1

106,980,000
$

0.48

106,277,000
$

0.35

For the year ended March 31, 2006, the conversion of unit options, unit appreciation rights and deferred unit grants are dilutive. For the year ended
March 31, 2005, the exercise of unit options and unit appreciation rights are dilutive.
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Note 15.

Reportable business segments
Energy Savings operates in two reportable geographic segments, Canada and the United States. Reporting by geographic
region is in line with Energy Savings’ performance measurement parameters. Both the Canadian and the U.S. operations
have gas and electricity business segments.
Energy Savings evaluates segment performance based on gross margin.
The following tables present Energy Savings’ results from continuing operations by geographic segment:
2006
Sales – gas

Canada
$

689,401

Sales

$

Gross margin

$

Sales – electricity

United States
$

97,779

1,106,626

$

171,062

$

417,225

Interest expense
Amortization of electricity contracts
Amortization of capital assets
Other operating expenses
Other expense
Recovery of income tax

787,180

105,688

$

1,212,314

15,023

$

186,085

7,909

(308)

Amortization of gas contracts

Consolidated
$

425,134

(689)

(997)

(29,831)

–

(29,831)

(7,330)

–

(7,330)

(2,227)

(269)

(2,496)

(67,715)

(27,157)

(94,872)

(553)

(1,498)

(2,051)

3,055

–

3,055

Net income (loss)

$

66,153

$

(14,590)

$

51,563

Additions to capital assets

$

1,321

$

2,159

$

3,480

Total goodwill

$

94,576

$

–

$

94,576

Total assets

$

302,288

$

47,937

$

350,225

2005
Sales – gas

Canada
$

Sales – electricity

621,837

United States
$

272,223

26,853

Consolidated
$

–

648,690
272,223

Sales

$

894,060

$

26,853

$

920,913

Gross margin

$

161,512

$

4,737

$

166,249

Interest expense
Amortization of gas contracts

(104)

–

(104)

(49,120)

–

(49,120)

–

(2,150)

Amortization of electricity contracts

(2,150)

Amortization of capital assets

(1,798)

(58)

(1,856)

(64,406)

(8,555)

(72,961)

1,539

2,068

Other operating expenses
Other income

529

Provision for income tax
Net income (loss)

(4,921)
$

39,542

–
$

(2,337)

(4,921)
$

37,205

Additions to capital assets

$

5,540

$

102

$

5,642

Total goodwill

$

94,576

$

–

$

94,576

Total assets

$

323,250

$

17,748

$

340,998
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Note 16.

Guarantees

(a) Ofﬁcers and directors
Corporate indemnities have been provided by the Fund to all directors and certain ofﬁcers of its subsidiaries and
afﬁliates for various items including, but not limited to, all costs to settle suits or actions due to their association with
the Fund and its subsidiaries and/or afﬁliates, subject to certain restrictions. The Fund has purchased directors’
and ofﬁcers’ liability insurance to mitigate the cost of any potential future suits or actions. Each indemnity, subject
to certain exceptions, applies for so long as the indemniﬁed person is a director or ofﬁcer of one of the Fund’s
subsidiaries and/or afﬁliates. The maximum amount of any potential future payment cannot be reasonably estimated.
(b) Operations
In the normal course of business, the Fund and/or the Fund’s subsidiaries and afﬁliates have entered into agreements
that include guarantees in favor of third parties, such as purchase and sale agreements, leasing agreements and
transportation agreements. These guarantees may require the Fund and/or its subsidiaries and afﬁliates to compensate
counterparties for losses incurred by the counterparties as a result of breaches in representation and regulations
or as a result of litigation claims or statutory sanctions that may be suffered by the counterparty as a consequence of
the transaction. The maximum payable under these guarantees is estimated to be $29,000.
Note 17.

Commitments

(a) Commitments for premises and equipment under operating lease obligation for each of the next ﬁve years are as follows:
2007

$

2,922

2008

3,022

2009

3,003

2010

2,852

2011

2,224
$

14,023

(b) Commitments under the Master Services Agreement with EPCOR for each of the next four years are as follows (see Note 18):
2007

$

7,560

2008

6,235

2009

5,793

2010

3,862
$

23,450

(c) Commitments under long-term gas and electricity contracts with various suppliers for each of the next ﬁve years are
as follows:
2007

$

1,144,261

2008

936,593

2009

710,345

2010

525,373

2011

295,578
$

3,612,150

(d) The commitment under the Marketing Agreement for ﬁscal 2007 is $338.
Energy Savings is also committed under long-term contracts with customers to supply gas and electricity. These
contracts have various expiry dates and renewal options.
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Note 18.

Alberta services agreements
Energy Savings, through its subsidiary, AESLP, has entered into long-term arrangements with subsidiaries of EPCOR.
These arrangements include a ﬁve-year Master Services Agreement, a Wholesale Natural Gas and Financial Electricity
Swap Agreement, a Prudential Support Agreement and supply agreements (in respect of the acquired customers),
each of which is described below:

(a) Master Services Agreement
AESLP and EPCOR have entered into a Master Services Agreement. Services to be provided include customer call
centre services, ﬁnancial reporting and reconciliation, customer enrollment and billing and collection services.
The services will be provided for customers secured in the Province of Alberta only. Energy Savings has established
deﬁned performance levels for each of the service areas. To the extent service levels are not achieved, AESLP has
the right to certain payments or to terminate the Master Services Agreement.
(b) Wholesale Natural Gas Purchase and Financial Electricity Swap Agreement
In addition to providing the energy supply for the acquired customers, EPCOR will provide gas and electricity supply
up to a predetermined volume threshold for AESLP’s future marketing requirements.
(c) Prudential Support Agreement
EPCOR will post and monitor, on behalf of AESLP, any credit support requirements with the Alberta Electric System
Operator, wire service providers and gas distributors. AESLP will pay EPCOR a fee for the credit support services. If and
to the extent that there is a collateral call by the secured parties, AESLP will either post directly or reimburse EPCOR.

Adjustments required to reﬂect net cash receipts from gas sales
Changes in:
Accrued gas accounts payable

2006
$

Unbilled revenues

$

13,554
$

2,555

10,490
(13,041)

$

(2,551)

Changes in non-cash working capital
2006
Management incentive program payable

$

87

2005
$

629

Prepaid expenses

(305)

(4,382)

Gas in storage
Corporate taxes payable (recoverable)
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Accounts receivable
Other

(414)

(13,974)

9,563

36,632

63,186

(47,793)

(83,004)

524
$

(45)

(28,277)

(2,570)
$

(13,589)

Printing: graﬁkom.MIL
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(10,999)

2005
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Note 19.

Financial highlights

Corporate information

Head ofﬁce

Auditors

Energy Savings Income Fund

KPMG LLP, Toronto, ON, Canada

First Canadian Place, 100 King Street West
Customers
(thousands)

Gross margin*
(millions)

1,502

Distributable cash
after customer replacement
(millions)

Year end annual
distribution rate

Suite 2630, P.O. Box 355
Toronto, ON M5X 1E1

$188.6
$130.0

$0.945
0.885

163.7

0.805

102.5
102.1

136.8

993

95.4

For ﬁnancial information contact:
Mary Meffe, C.A.

1,171

Chief Financial Ofﬁcer

0.675

112.6

905-795-4206

690

For further information contact:

0.410
45.2

58.8

Rebecca MacDonald

320

Executive Chair
416-367-2872
02

03

04

05

06

02

03

04

05

06

02

03

04

05

06

02

03

04

05

06

*Seasonally adjusted.

or Brennan R. Mulcahy

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer

Transfer Agent and Registrar
Computershare Investor Services Inc.
100 University Avenue
Toronto, ON M5J 2Y1
Shares listed
Toronto Stock Exchange,
Trading symbol: SIF.UN
Annual General Meeting
Thursday, June 29, 2006
4:00 p.m.
Toronto Stock Exchange Auditorium
130 King Street, Toronto, ON

905-795-4200

2006 highlights
~
~
~
~
~

Achieved record levels of sales, customer growth, gross margin, distributable cash and distributions
Surpassed published customer growth target of 350,000 by adding 424,000 customers in ﬁscal 2006
Re-entered the Ontario residential and small business electricity markets
Entered New York and expanded further in Illinois
More than doubled U.S. customer base

Proﬁle
Energy Savings’ business involves the sale of natural gas and electricity to residential and small commercial customers under
long-term, irrevocable ﬁxed price contracts (price protected for electricity). Energy Savings offers natural gas in Manitoba,
Quebec, British Columbia and Illinois and both gas and electricity in Ontario, Alberta and New York. By securing the price for
natural gas or electricity under such contracts for a period of up to ﬁve years, Energy Savings’ customers reduce or eliminate their
exposure to changes in the price of these essential commodities. Energy Savings derives its gross margin from the difference
between the price at which it is able to sell the commodities to its customers and the ﬁxed price at which it purchases the
matching volumes from its suppliers. Energy Savings trades on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol SIF.UN.

www.esif.ca

visit us at www.esif.ca
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For your energy – for your peace of mind

Potential
Annual Report 2006

Energy Savings Income Fund
First Canadian Place, 100 King Street West, Suite 2630
P.O. Box 355, Toronto, Ontario M5X 1E1
Telephone 416.367.2998
Facsimile 416.367.4749

